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Abstract 

Despite academic interest in the Munda languages of South Asia (Anderson 1999, Mohan 2008, 

Osada 1991, 2008) and their propensity for reduplication, previous work in this area does not address 

the resulting reduplicated structures' interactions with verbal morphology. I examine the valency 

of expressives, a class of ideophones in Mundari, comparing their behaviors as predicates to those 

of reduplicated verb forms. I further describe several valency-altering affixes indicating passive 

voice, reflexivity, and reciprocality, in conjunction with these reduplicated forms. I then propose 

a set of groupings for Mundari expressives based on valency and interaction with these affixes, 

complementing an existing classification by Toshiki Osada based on phonological patterns which I 

also expand upon. 
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my roommate Mollie Wild for her support and insistence that I obtain a reasonable number of hours of sleep 

per night, my mother for her encouragemen~ and my fellow inhabitants of Woolman dormitory for those many 
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Glossing Abbreviations! 
112/3 first/second/third person 
AM aspect marker 
COMPLE completive aspect 
DL dual plural 
EXCL exclusive plural 
INCL inclusive plural 
IND indefinite base 
ITR intransitive 
LaC locative 
OB) object agreement marker 
PL plural 
PRD predicator 
PV passIve 
RECIP reciprocal 
REFL reflexive 
SG singular 
SUB) subject agreement marker 
TR transitive 

IOf my three main sources, Hoffmann 1950, Osada 1991, and Osada 2008, only Osada's examples have glosses 
provided; all examples from Hoffmann have only a translation. 
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1 Introduction 

The Munda languages of South Asia are known for their high frequency of reduplication (Phillips 

2015), and Mundari, a language spoken by over a million individuals in India, Bangladesh, and 

Nepal, is no exception, Previous work on Mundari (Hoffmann 1950, Osada 1992) does not 

address certain aspects of reduplicative forms; despite their ability to appear as predicates, no 

research has yet been done on these forms' transitivity, or their interaction with valency-reducing 

affixes typically found only on verbal roots, nor has effort been made to categorize them based 

on morphological properties, 

A phonological categorization by Toshiki Osada does exist for the reduplicated structures 

known as 'expressives', a variety of ideophones representing sensory objects including sounds, 

textures, movements, smells, emotions, and the like, This paper examines that classification 

in light of corpus data from Hoffmann's Encyclopaedia Mundarica (1950), exploring several 

phonological patterns not acknowledged in the current system It then proposes a new typology 

based on the predicate behavior of these structures and their valency, considering not only 

expressives (§7) but also reduplicated verbs (§6) and the enigmatic category of 'jingles' described 

by Hoffmann (§3,3), I then consider patterns in reduplicated forms' interactions with valency

changing verbal affixes, including the passive, reflexive, and reciprocal voice markers, I present 

data addressing how valency may be determined for reduplicated verbal roots and expressives, 

and investigate what verbal affixes these structures may take, Questions asked include whether 

the valency of reduplicated verbs may differ from that of their non-reduplicated stems, what 

valencies expressives may have, whether they are restricted in the affixes they may take, and 

how they may be classified according to valency and affixation, 
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The initial expectation was that while reduplicated verbs would tend to keep the valency of 

their non-reduplicated counterparts, though they may be able to take different affixes, expres

sives would either act as labiles, capable of being either transitive or intransitive, due to their 

classification outside of the 'verb' class and high versatility (and thus potential ability to take a 

wide variety of affixes), or they would be overwhelmingly intransitive, as they are ideophonic 

and typically refer to a single entity's appearance, sound, or action. The data instead shows 

wide variation within the class of expressives, with some being more 'verb-like' than others, 

some allowing only certain verbal affixes, some acting as verbs only when made passive, and 

still others with wide differences in meaning between their transitive and intransitive forms. 

This, along with the existence of Hoffman's 'jingles', suggests that the distinction between 

expressives and reduplicated verbs may be less clear than Os ada indicates. Expressives have all 

the versatility expected of them given Osada's claim that they "can occupy any place, that is, in 

a predicate, complement, or argument slot" (Osada 2008:143), but they are not all created equal, 

and can be classified into subgroups depending on the arguments and affixes they may take. 

2 Overview of the Mundari Language 

Ethnologue: Languages of the World lists a total of 447 languages spoken in India, including 

those of the Munda family, an Austroasiatic subgroup. Mundari is a Munda language with over 

a million speakers in India alone, and another few thousand in Bangladesh and N epa!. Figure 

1 illustrates the approximate locations where it, as well as other Munda languages, is spoken; 

Mundari is indicated in this figure by the number 4. 
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UTTAR PRADESH 

N D 

1. Biroor 
2. H<> 
3. Kharia 
4. Mundari 
S. Tmi 

INDIAN OCEAN 

Figure 1: Distribution of Mwuia languages (Source: 'The Mwuia Languages ' ed Gregory D. S. Anderson (2008), pg. 2) 

Mundari is further classified as a member of the Kherwarian branch of North Munda 

(Anderson 1999), alongside Santali, which is the only Munda language currently one of India's 

22 officially recognized languages. There are four major dialects of Mundari: Hasada, Naguri, 

Tamaria, and Kera; most of the data used in this paper does not distinguish between dialects, 

though examples from Osada's work are entirely from the Hasada dialect. 

II Bilabial I Dental I Retroflex I Palatal I Velar I Glottal I 
Voiceless Oral Stops P (P) t (t) t (t) c (c) k (k) 7(7) 

Voiced Oral Stops b (b) d (d) q (d) J 0) g (g) 
Nasal Stops m (m) n (n) It (n) )1 (n,)1) ~ (~) 
Fricatives s (s) h (h) 
Laterals 1 (1) 

Flaps f (r) I (,) 
Sernivowels w (w) j (y) 

Table 1: Mundari Consonant Inventory 
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The majority of the data cited here comes from Hoffmann's 1950 Encyclopaedia Mundarica. 

The consonant inventory is given in Table 1, and there is a five-vowel system consisting of Iii, 

lui, lei, 101, and Ia!. Osada and Hoffmann use slightly differing orthographical conventions; 

examples from their works for the most part use the respective orthography. Some changes have 

been made to Hoffmann's, whose original texts mark the off-glides of diphthongs, which are 

not shown here as they are not relevant, as well as the 'checked' consonants p~m '1ll/; Osada 

argues that these are allophones of morpheme-final voiced stops (Osada 1992:28), and as they 

do not contrast, I have omitted the diacritic indicating them. I additionally omit the macron 

Hoffmann uses to show long vowels, which Osada considers non-phonemic (Osada 1992:20). 

The remaining discrepancies are in the palatal nasal, both forms of which are given in 

Table 1, and the vowels. Hoffmann uses a caron to indicate vowels added by epenthesis to break 

up an otherwise-illegal consonant cluster. Though lexical entries including this vowel tend to 

have variant forms listed without it (e.g. padga-pudgu is listed as a variant of padaga-pudugu 

'to weedlshavelpluck, leaving patches' (Hoffmann:3186» , this convention has been left in. 

Hoffmann additionally uses a circumflex below vowels, Ii l} " 9 ;y, to represent the checked 

forms indicated by Osada with /i' u' e' 0' a'l, and a circumflex where Osada uses a tilde for 

nasalization. Though vowel nasalization is primarily allophonic and not contrastive, Osada 

notes that nasal vowels do contrast with their non-nasal counterparts in expressives; the pair 

soe soe and sae sae, 'sound of boiling water' and 'to sit in a slovenly fashion ' respectively, are 

cited as a minimal pair exemplifying this (Osada 2008:100). This paper presents no analysis 

of the phonology of expressives aside from identifying patterns, but the presence of phonemic 

contrasts in expressives not found elsewhere in the language is a possible subject of future study. 
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All Hoffmann data comes from a set of 236 reduplicative forms, a sample taken from the 

many-volumed Encyclopaedia Mundarica, Entries were collected by advancing through the 

Encyclopaedia approximately 20 pages at a time, recording reduplicated forms on the pages seen, 

Further analysis using this sample should take into account possible human bias in determining 

what constitutes a reduplication, particularly given the breadth of possible phonological variation 

as described in §4, 

This sample contains a mixture of expressives, jingles, and reduplicated verbs, with the first 

of these by far the most common; reduplicated verbs may be under-represented in this sample 

as many may not have their own entry, instead being listed under the heading of the verbal root 

from which they are derived, This paper does not aim to determine which reduplicative forms 

are most common or to perform any statistical analysis, and so the quantity of reduplicated 

verbs is sufficient despite the potentially skewed ratio, All words in the sample, listed in full in 

the Appendix, have their own entry in the Encyclopaedia with at least one verbal meaning listed 

in addition to any nominal, adjectival, or other forms, 

3 Types of Reduplication 

Reduplication is defined by Carl Rubino as repetition of "an entire word, word stem (root 

with one or more affixes), or root" (Rubino 2013), or portion thereot As Rubino describes it, 

reduplication may be either full, consisting of a complete repetition of a phonological structure, 

or partial, consisting of anything from a repetition of only that structure's onset or last syllable 

to consonant gemination and vowel lengthening, It is used in many languages to denote various 

meanings such as plurality, iteration, intensity, size, and reciprocity, It may indicate multiple, 
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even contradictory, meanings within a single language, as seen in the Austronesian language 

Ilocano's use of a reduplicated CVC prefix as a distributive on nouns (sab-sdbong 'various 

!lowers') but a limitation on numerals (wal-waI6 'only eight' '), Fossilized reduplication is also 

common even in languages that do not use it productively, as in Modem Greek's dhe-dho-mena 

'data', a remnant of an Ancient Greet reduplicated prefix indicating the perfect (Rubino 2013), 

A typological study by Shailendra Mohan (2008) describes four types of reduplication 

prevalent in South Asian languages: word reduplication, expressives, redundant compounds, 

and echo-formation, Only the first two are considered in-depth in this paper, though a possi-

ble additional category of 'jingles' is considered in section §3,3 based on observations from 

Hoffmann, Work by Jacob Phillips suggests that upwards of ten percent of the lexicons of 

Munda languages involves some form of mimetic reduplication (Phillips 2017): Mundari is no 

exception, with several types of reduplication highly abundant within the language, 

3.1 Verbal Reduplication 

Word reduplication in Mundari consists of the full or partial reduplication of roots, Full 

reduplication of verbs in particular is the primary focus for the purposes of this analysis, as it is 

productive in Mundari, while partial verbal reduplication, existing only of the type (CV ~CVC), 

is not. Osada describes several possible semantic meanings of verbal reduplication, including 

repetition (1), limited duration (2), and emphasis (3), 

(1) Delakoe pudul~pudul-j 

make,it.produce,dust 

'He breaks clods of earth, raising each time a little dust,' 

(2) TaIJgi~taJ]gi-ke-n-a-Ie 

wait~wait-coMPL- ITR- IND-I PL.EX 

'We (excl) waited for a little while,' 
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(3) Rakab~rakab-ta-n-a-le 

climb~climb-AM -ITM -PRD-1 PL(EXCL) 

'We (excl.) are developing indeed.' Osada 1991:116 

Little morphological or syntactic analysis has been done on Mundari's reduplicated verbs, though 

as discussed in §6, their combination with certain affixes is similar to that of expressives. BaddaIJ-

buddUIJ, a frequentative form of budduIJ 'to have snot hanging from the nose' (Hoffmann:299) is . . 

of particular note because of its idiomatic meaning, '(of a worm) to pop out of cow dung', which 

is a possible interpretation only when the verb is given either the reflexive or passive suffix. 

This example is especially unusual in that, while Hoffmann lists a variant form budduIJ-bud4uIJ 

that is clearly full reduplication, the citation form is not; rather, it exhibits vowel alternation 

(specifically, type V.i; see Table 2 in §4) similar to that of expressives. The reason behind this is 

as of yet unclear, though the discussion of 'jingles' in §3.3 may be relevant to the issue. 

3.2 Expressives 

The term 'expressive' was adopted by Emeneau (1980:7) for use with South Asian languages, 

and has since become standard in research on language families of that area. Expressives as 

Emeneau describes them are reduplicated forms with "identical repetition, with some ablaut of 

vowel, consonant, or tone, or partial replacement" (Emeneau 1980:7). He makes few claims 

about their meanings relative to those of their non-reduplicated forms, and has no information 

on expressives in Munda languages specifically. As Osada later describes, Mundari expressives 

are notable in that they have no non-reduplicated form; no independent root is doubled to form 

an expressive, and with rare exceptions, half of an expressive has no meaning of its own.2 

20sada (2008:143-144) describes the ability of the first element of some expressives to act alone as an adverbial 
phrase when given specific suffixes, which may relate to Hoffmann's description of 'jingles', though this is a topic 
for future research. 
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Osada divides Mundari expressives into three types based on phonology, including full 

reduplication, partial reduplication, in which the initial consonant of the second element is 

altered, and vowel mutation, in which one or more vowels of the second element is altered (Osada 

2008:140-142), These are each exemplified in the following examples, showing haralharal (4), 

'to wear smooth a body part by rubbing it against the ground repeatedly', ke[epme[ep (5), 'to 

speak to someone in a foreign language they do not understand', andjabajubu (6), 'to walk 

very slowly', Note also that consonant and vowel mutations may co-occur, as in words such as 

binti-panti 'to beg earnestly and humbly' (Hoffmann 1950:552), 

(4) Ne hon hetote katae haralharalkeda 
wear,aJimh smooth, by,dragging 

'By crawling along on its bottom, the child has worn smooth the inner sides of its feet' 

Hoffmann 1950:1615 

(5) Kulikenale, disu jagar kae ituana, ke(eJlllle(ep jana 
speakJoreignly 

'We put him a question, he does not know the language of the country, we were answered 
in an unknown tongue Hoffmann 1950:2300 

(6) Miaq jabajubu kuri da aule kullis, isulee aula 
walk, slowly 

'We sent, to fetch water, a woman who is a slow walker,' Hoffmann 1950:1949 

Hoffmann does not use the term 'expressives' to refer to these constructions, though their 

presence is clear in the Encyclopaedia due to their ideophonic nature and lack of a corresponding 

non-reduplicated lexeme, Hoffmann does acknowledge onomatopoetic expressives, which he 

notes in their lexical entries to be 'onomatopes', He also, however, distinguishes a category of 

reduplicated structures that he calls 'jingles', which appear similar to expressives in function 

and phonological pattern but derive clearly from independent roots, 
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3.3 Jingles 

Jingles as described by Hoffmann comprise a class of words, often ideophonic, which like 

reduplicated verbs are derived from an existing root but like expressives may exhibit a variety of 

patterns other than full reduplication, Their varied meanings are also reminiscent of expressives 

rather than reduplicated verbs, which are limited to a handful of possible meanings as described 

in §3, L Ten words explicitly defined by Hoffmann as jingles are included in the sample data set: 

• bada-bada 'an imitation of something falling repeatedly on hard ground' (297) 
• bata-bati 'the sickness of several people at the same time' (448) 
• binti-panti 'supplication, honest prayer' (552) 
• canaka-manaka 'to fry or prepare with oil' (448) 
• darad-dorod 'to crack a stick' or 'not to feel quite well' (985) 
• haram-durum 'old age' (1639) 
• pag6ro-pag6ro 'the marks left by a dog or bear digging for something' (3199) 
• para-pari 'to alternate, to do something each in turn' (3276) 
• pel)ge4-pel)ged 'successive short gleams of the same source of light' (3326) 
• rosa-rusi 'to render two or several people peevish' (3658) 

Hoffmann initially claims that jingles "generally perform the function of adverbs and 

adjectives" (Hoffmann:viii), The data contradicts this; jingles seen in the Encyclopaedia tend 

to have, like expressives, overt verbal or nominal meanings, Hoffman continues to say that 

jingles "have, as a rule, no ascertainable meaning in and by themselves, In many cases they are 

evidently created by imitative harmony" (Hoffmann:viii), a definition appearing equivalent to 

that of expressives, Hoffmann then describes the phonological patterns possible in jingles: they 

may consist of full reduplication, a vowel change, a consonant change, or both, again identical 

to expressives, However, the entries of the Encyclopaedia that are marked as jingles do originate 

from single forms, and thus cannot be expressives as Osada describes them, 

Hm:am-durum is described as a 'jingle of haram used collectively either of old men or of 

old bullocks' (Hoffmann: 1639) referring to old age or to being or becoming old, depending 
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on the presence of certain affixes. The corresponding entry for hm:am is on the previous page, 

defined as 'an old man', 'to call a man old', or 'to reach old age'. The derivation of hm:am

dUl:am from this single form is clear. Osada claims that Mundari verbs show only productive 

full reduplication, while partial reduplication is restricted to expressives and non-productive 

verb forms such as da-dal-a-ko 'they strike repeatedly' (Osada 2008:132-133). Hm:am-dufam 

is thus unlikely to be a reduplicated verb, as it exhibits both consonant and vowel mutation. 

The exact nature of Hoffmann's jingles and their behavior as compared to that of verbal 

reduplication and expressives is beyond the scope of this paper, but if they are revealed in 

future study to be more than merely a different interpretation of expressives, they may provide 

evidence that the boundary between various forms of Mundari reduplication is less distinct than 

Mohan's study suggests. The full data sample given in the Appendix indicates whether entries 

are expressives, reduplicated verbs, or jingles. 

4 Phonological Classification of Expressives 

Osada presents an overview of the phonology of expressives, which show a limited but large 

set of patterns. Alongside full reduplication, he describes eleven patterns of consonant change 

and six of vowel mutation. Each of these patterns and their frequency in the sample is shown in 

Table 2. Where an example exists in the data, it is listed with a brief definition; where one does 

not, an example from Osada 1992 is given. 

There is considerable difficulty in analyzing phonological data for entries in the Ency

clopaedia Mundarica; while one form of a word is given as the citation form, many more may 

be listed as variants between or within dialects. Hoffmann lists variants alphabetically, with the 

first as the citation form, but there are cases in which examples use a different form; for instance, 
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bad-bod 'talking nonsense' is listed as such, but all examples use the variation bad-bud. It is 

thus often uncertain which form should be considered to represent the lexeme, and so a brief 

description of the methodology used to produce the data in Table 2 is necessary. 

Of the 236 lexemes in the sample, 24 are jingles or reduplicated verbs. Working from 

the 212 remaining lexemes, the citation form and any variants not listed as a part of any 

specific dialect are given distinct entries; that is, bad-bod and bad-bud are considered separately. 

Additionally, as both consonant and vowel mutation may occur in a single word, such cases 

are listed twice, resulting in one token for each sound change. As a result of these methods of 

counting tokens, there are more datapoints in Table 2 than entries in the sample data set itself. 

# Pattern Tokens Example Definition 

full x-x 183 baka-baka 'the cackling of fowls on the run' (Hoffmann:336) 

C.i CVX-pVX 9 rako-pako '(of a feline) to catch prey swiftly' (Hoffmann:3496) 
C.ii CVX-bVX 11 ladi-badi 'to put things one over another' (Hoffmann:2569) 
C.iii CVX-mVX 11 cotel-motel '(of dogs) to sniff about after food' (Hoffmann:889) 
C.iv CVX-kVX 0 dale-kale 'negligent (of taking care)' (Osada 1992:142) 
C.V CVX-gVX 1 hala-gula 'a scare or panic' (Hoffmann: 1557) 
C.vi CVX-cVX 3 khatan-chatan 'a disposition to cavil; an objection' (Hoffman:2353) . . 
C.vii CVX-jVX 2 hau[U-jau[U 'to speak desultorily to someone' (Hoffmann:1681) 

C.viii CVX-dVX 4 huguru-duguru 
'the act of making immoderate movements with a cloth 
dangling from the head' (Hoffman;1816) 

C.ix CVX-tVX 3 ribut-tibut 'to walk, rubbing the buttocks together' (Hoffmann:3587) 
C.X CVX-sVX 5 bhorom-sorom 'shyness' (Hoffmann:) 
C.xi CVX-rVX 0 tin-rin 'the sound of a fiute' (Osada 1992:143) 

Vi 
(C)aC[(C)a(C)] 

41 bara-bu[U 'to plough, throwing up clods of earth' (Hoffmann:408) 
(C)uC[(C)u(C)] 

Vii 
CaC[a(C)(a)] 

15 gar-gor 'to have the death-rattle' or 'to purr' (Hoffmann: 1388) 
CoC[o(C)(o)] 

V.iii 
CaC[aC] 

2 gar-gir 'the rolling of thunder' (Hoffmann:1393) 
CiC[iC] 

Viv 
CaC[(C)aC] 

4 pacar-pecer 'to splash muddy water while walking' (Hoffmann:3180) 
CeC[(C)eC] 

Vv 
CiCa(C) 

2 ricad-rocod 'the patter of a deer, sheep, etc.' (Hoffmann:3587) 
CoCo(C) 

Vvi CiC CoC 0 lir lor 'a tall and weak sapling' (Osada 1992:144) 

Table 2: Osada's Phonological Categorization of Expressives 
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Osada describes C.i, c'ii, and C,iii as 'very common' (Osada 1992: 143), but does not make 

any similar claims about vowel mutations, As seen here, these three types are indeed the most 

common forms of consonant-based partial reduplication in the sample, with 9, 11, and 11 tokens 

respectively, The most common vowel mutation pattern is by far Vi, with 41 tokens, followed 

by Vii with 15, No examples were found in the data of c'iv, c'xi, or Vvi, Vowel mutation was 

overall more common than consonant mutation, with 64 tokens to the other's 49, though full 

reduplication was nearly three times as common than either consonant or vowel mutation, 

Further analysis of these relative frequencies may be the subject of future research, though 

the possibility exists for human error to have occurred in the acquisition of the sample data, 

through the overlooking of examples of reduplication that should otherwise have been added to 

the sample, This could explain the relatively low prevalence of partial reduplication compared 

to vowel mutation, as the latter may be more clearly recognizable due to each half having the 

same initial consonant; this is especially concerning given that consonant and vowel mutation 

appear together in some words (e,g, hala-gula), It is currently unclear how much phonological 

change should be allowed before a word, particularly one not clearly deriving from a base and 

thus suspected to be an expressive, is no longer considered to have a reduplicated structure, 

Additional research here must therefore first determine a more reliable method of identifying 

reduplicated forms in the Encyclopaedia Mundarica, 

In addition to providing support for Osada's categories and his relative partial reduplication 

frequencies, as well as new information on the relative frequencies of vowel mutation, this 

sample data also contains several re-occurring phonological patterns not listed by Osada, The 

most common of these is: C(C)aC(C)a(Ca) C(C)aC(C)i(Ci), henceforth referred to as Vvii, 

Five examples of this pattern are seen in the sample, from four lexemes, as follows: 
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1. hara-hari 'a bet or wager' (Hoffmann:1614) 

2. khara-kari or kara-kari 'steadiness of purpose' (Hoffmann:2325) 

3. pm:a-pm:i 'to do something each in turn' (Hoffmann:3276) 

4. bata-bati 'the sickness of several people at the same time ' (Hoffmann:448) 

Pm:a-pari and bata-bati are jingles rather than expressives, and so may be discarded from 

consideration here; even after having done so, however, there are three examples of this pattern, 

making it the fourth most common vowel mutation seen in the sample. I am hesitant, however, to 

propose the addition of a new pattern to Osada's categorization, for two reasons. The first is that 

while Hoffmann's data is spread across multiple dialects of Mundari, Osada restrains himself 

primarily to the Hasada dialect; this must be taken into careful consideration during analysis of 

this data. It is possible that the V.vii pattern is found only in a particular region, and may not be 

generalizable to the language as a whole. Secondly, considering the wide phonological variation 

we have seen, it is possible that these examples are merely variants of type V.iii and are not 

notable enough to warrant their own category. In the absence of fieldwork, it is better to err on 

the side of caution, and so while I will not suggest here that type V. vii be added, future research 

and consultation with native speakers may find that doing so would be useful. 

Aside from this potential new pattern, there are several other outliers, including the less-

common pattern C(C)o(C)a C(C)u(C)i, of which three tokens may be found, given below. Note 

that rosa-rusi is a jingle, and that after discarding it, the only examples of this pattern are two 

variations of a single entry. 

1. rosa-rusi 'to render two or several people peevish' (Hoffmann:3658) 

2. kosa-kusi or khosa-khusi 'mutual willingness, consent, or satisfaction' (Hoffmann:2372) 
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Other words may be found in the data that are triply-reduplicated or otherwise unusually 

formed. For example. lida-lam, a variant of ladi-badi 'to put things one over another' (Hoff-

mann:2569), exhibits a vowel mutation pattern unique in the sample. Additional examples 

of unique vowel patterns are those of elabu-dolabu '(of several people) to start together after 

inviting or urging each other to do so' (Hoffmann:1285), ceka-caki 'to swiftly climb a slope 

or tree' (Hoffmann:808), and kauda-konda 'lean and long-necked' (Hoffmann:2213). Another . . 

word, tului-lusui, is a variant of tusui-lusui 'the waving of soft slender grass, or the hairy tail 

of some animals' (Hoffmann:273I) that shows not only a CVX-lVX pattern unrepresented in 

Osada's categories, but metathesis as the first lsI becomes an Ill. 

There are also cases where more than reduplication appears to be occurring, such as 

je7:ebe-jeber '(of the ground) slippery' (Hoffmann:2035) and cor-poto-poto 'the fizzing sound, 

followed by bubbling, of quicklime or hot iron being thrown into water' (Hoffmann:898). 

Neka-enka 'of several kinds' (or 'to treat someone thus and thus') and its variations neka-henka, 

neleka-enleka, and nelka-enleka (Hoffmann:2992) all appear to involve some combination of 

consonant mutation and metathesis. Ket-ket 'the cry of a kind of lizard' (Hoffmann:2302) has 

variants ket-ket-ket and keta-keta-keta, showing full retriplication. 

It is clear that additional research into the phonology of Mundari expressives would be 

required to take all of these into account and produce a classification system that categorizes 

them accurately. Doing so may provide context not only to Mundari phonological patterns 

but also its semantics; Osada has begun research into sound symbolism of expressives (Osada 

2008: 145), and it may be that particular phonological patterns are predictive of certain semantic 

meanings. Further speculation on this, however, is far beyond the scope of this paper. 
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5 Parts of Speech, Valency, and Verbal Affixes 

Having provided evidence that Osada's phonological classification system holds with the 

sample data set, as well as an overview of various outliers, I turn now to a different method of 

categorizing Mundari reduplicated forms, based primarily on valency. 

Though one of the earliest grammars of Mundari, Hoffmann's 1903 Mundari Grammar, 

claims that the language has no distinct parts of speech, there are in fact word classes, with 

various roots acting as prototypical nouns, verbs, and so forth. A prototypical noun may be 

verbalized through the addition of verb-specific affixes, while a prototypical verb root may be 

used as a noun without morphological change (Osada 1992:41). Mundari verbs typically consist 

of a root followed by affixes denoting tense, aspect, mood, and voice. They agree in person 

and number with the subject and, if applicable, direct object. With the exception of certain 

inanimate nouns, primarily forces of nature that may be given agency, agreement occurs only if 

the subject and/or direct object is an animate noun. 

5.1 The Three-Way Valency Distinction 

Toshiki Osada's 1992 publication A Reference Grammar ofMundari categorizes Mundari verbs 

as either transitive or intransitive, depending on the number of arguments that they require. 

In The Munda Languages (2008), Osada revises this, instead describing three verb categories 

based on valency: intransitive, transitive, and labile verbs, with this third set including all verbs 

that may require one or two arguments depending on the presence of certain suffixes. The 

binary transitive/intransitive distinction is unsatisfactory considering the ability of many verbs 

to behave as either, depending on the accompanying suffix, and so the three-category model 
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is used in this paper to analyze the valencies of reduplicative forms, as they provide a finer 

distinction between the number of arguments required, These classes are distinguished by which 

of two suffixes, the intransitive -d and/or transitive -n, it is possible for the verbs to take, These 

suffixes appear only when an aspect marker is present on the verb, and thus are absent in certain 

constructions, such as the imperative (7), 

Of these three valency sets, the first is also the rarest: intransitive verbs, which can take 

no object and are relatively few in number, Transitive verbs take a direct object; there are 

also ditransitive constructions that will not be considered extensively in this paper, The most 

common verb type, labiles, may operate as either intransitive (8a, 9a) or transitive (8b, 9b) 

depending on which suffix is present Labile verbs typically fall into two categories: those in 

which the transitive form may be interpreted as a causativization of the intransitive form (8b), 

and those in which the intransitive form is essentially a passivization of the transitive form (9a), 

(7) Dub-me daru demka daru de7-a 
sit-2sG tree dwarf tree climb-IND 

(8) 

'Sit down please, tree; dwarf tree will climb,' (a riddle) 

(a) hon-ko ote-re=ko dub-ke-n-a 
child-PL ground-Loc=3PL: SUBJ sit-COMPL-INTR-IND 
'The children sat on the ground,' 

(b) Soma hon-ko=e 7 dub-ke-d-ko-a 
Soma child-PL=3sG:SUBJ sit-COMPL-TR-3PL:OBJ-IND 
'Soma made the children sit' 

(9) (a) kumbufu-kiIJ-ko sab-aka-n-a-kiIJ 
thief-DL catch-AM-INTR-PRD-3DL 
'Two thieves have been caught' 

(b) KumbufU-kiIJ sab-aka-d-kiIJ-a 
thief-DL-3PL catch-AM-TR-3DL-PRD 
'They have caught two thieves,' 
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5.2 Valency-Reducing Affixes 

Several valency-reducing affixes may be applied to verbal stems of various categories. The 

first of these is the passive voice suffix, -07, which reduces valency when attached to transitive 

verbs. It may also attach to intransitive verbs, and to labiles that are acting as intransitives either 

through use of -d or, if there is no aspect marker and thus no valency suffix, object agreement 

(10). In these cases, it may indicate a "sense of possibility, that is, a 'passive potential'" (Osada 

2008: 130), or may have no apparent effect on the verb. Note the similarity in meaning between 

(9a) and (10); I provide examples in §8.l of some Mundari expressives exhibiting a similar 

semantic overlap in intransitive and passive forms. 

(10) Kumbufu-ko sab-o?-a-ko 
thief-PL catch-pv-PRD-3PL 

'The thieves will be caught.' Osada 1992:91 

The second affix, the reflexive -n (after vowels) or -en (after consonants), refers to a verb in 

which the subject acts on itself. Little is said about the reflexive in Osada's grammar, including 

how it operates on intransitive verbs, but it is noted that a subset of intransitive verbs, namely 

those which may be causativized, cannot take this suffix; these include dub 'to sit', kami 'to 

work', giti7 'to lie down', and ajom 'to feed' (Osada 2008: 129). Data analyzed in §8.2 indicates 

that the reflexive may be used with certain intransitive expressives without changing the meaning, 

and that some expressives appear as verbs only when given the reflexive, or passive, suffix. 

The final affix is the infixed Ip VI or /Vpl that marks the reciprocal, appearing after the first 

vowel in the verbal root. Osada claims that this marker, unlike both the passive and reciprocal, 

is monosemous, and also that it is "never attached to non-verbal stems" (Osada 2008: 130); this 
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implies that expressives are incapable of receiving this infix. There is indeed no evidence from 

the Hoffmann sample that the reciprocal marker can attach to expressives, as discussed in §8.3. 

The reciprocal form of the verb may itself be passivized (11) or reflexivized, and can in some 

cases be used as a transitive verb. This latter construction is not discussed in detail by Osada; 

it, along with the reflexive's ability to stack with other valency-reducing affixes, casts some 

uncertainty on the exact effect that the reciprocal marker has on valency. 

(11) Le<pel>-o-g-ta-n-a-bu 
see<REFL) >-PASS- AM -ITR- PRD-l PL(INCL) 

'We (inc!.) are being seen by each other.' 

6 Valency of Reduplicated Verbs 

Osada 1992:92 

Reduplication appears to have no effect on the number of arguments a verb requires, and there 

are no examples of semantic drift leading to a large enough disparity in meaning between a 

reduplicated and non-reduplicated form that one should require a different number of arguments 

than the other. Fully reduplicated verbs may be found in all three valency categories (12). 

(12) (a) Kumbutu-ko sab~sab-07-ta-n-a-ko 
thief- PL catch~catch-pv- AM -ITM -PRD-3 PL 

'The thieves are being caught indeed.' 

(b) Lum~lum-en-ta-n-a-ko 
wet~wet-REFLX-AM-PRD-3PL 

'They are getting themselves wet repeatedly.' 

(c) Goy~go<po>y kami-ja-n-a-le 
kill~kill <RECIP> dO-AM -ITR- PRD-l PL(EXCL.) 

'We have fought each other.' 
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Osada's only example of the reciprocal, however, does not occupy predicate position within 

the sentence, but appears to act as the subject; he claims in explanation that "A reduplicated 

reciprocal base is usually considered to be a noun" (Osada 1992:116), though no further 

elaboration or examples are given to support this. This, along with the reciprocal's ability to 

stack with the passive and reflexive, is evidence that the reciprocal behaves distinctly differently 

from other verbal affixes. This will be further addressed in §8.3, which will also examine the 

use of expressives as nouns in a similar manner to that shown in (l2c). 

Notably, in the Hoffmann sample data, there are no examples of a reciprocal reduplicated 

verb. It may be that it is a rare construction, or (potentially more likely) that Hoffmann saw it as 

productive or semantically predictable enough not to include it as a separate form in a word's 

entry. The only reciprocal construction found in this sample is in the entry for logom-logom, 

'to grumble' (Hoffmann:2696); however, this verb is also listed as logom, with no semantic 

distinction evident between the two, and it is the non-reduplicated form of the verb that takes 

the reciprocal infix in the lexical entry. 

In all cases, the second of the doubled verb roots takes the valency-reducing affixes, which 

is expected considering that they are suffixes. It is notable that this second root is also where 

the reciprocal infix is added, as seen in (l2c), and as such is likely the base. Reduplication 

must therefore precede affixation, as the affixes are not also found in the reduplicant. We might 

therefore suggest that expressives, as they also consist phonologically of two identical or similar 

elements, would also take all valency-reducing affixes on the second of these elements; this is 

indeed what is found. 
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7 Valency of Expressives 

Expressives show significant variation in valency, comparable to that of verbal roots, A formal 

analysis of their syntactic and semantic behavior would be required to determine specific 

categories of expressives, but a preliminary analysis taking into account their abilities to behave 

as verbs with various valencies and affixes can identify several major sets of behavior, The 

primary method of grouping shown here is by initial valency, the number of arguments the 

expressive can take without the addition of any affixes; doing so creates several groups, including 

labile, transitive, intransitive, adjectival, and causative expressives, in the order of most to least 

common, Within these groups, there are numerous patterns in the behavior of the three valency

reducing affixes, each described in detail in §8, 

Common throughout all categories of expressives seen here is the ability of several forms of 

a verb to have the same meaning; in many cases the passive and reflexive, passive and intransitive, 

reflexive and transitive, and so forth are defined as equivalent by Hoffmann, Whether these 

forms are truly equivalent may be a valuable topic of inquiry towards a native speaker, in search 

of a more comprehensive semantic analysis of Mundari verbs and expressives, 

7.1 Labile Expressives 

The largest set of expressives in the sample, with 104 words, may operate as either transitive or 

intransitive depending on the suffix used and are, with few exceptions, capable of taking the 

passive and often also the reflexive affix, As with verbal roots, the relationship between the 

transitive and intransitive forms of each expressive is widely varied, For example, japa-jopo has 

a transitive form (l3a) meaning 'to continue working until sunset' (note that the example uses a 
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variant rather than the citation form), while the intransitive form (13b) is used in the same way 

as the reflexive, meaning '(of the sun or moon, or a star) to approach the horizon before setting'. 

(13) (a) Tikin pancait ete1ena, siI]gile jupujupukia, enre enaI]le hokakeda 
work.until.sunset 

'The panchayat began at noon; we went on till near sunset and broke up only then.' 

Hoffmann 1950:3756 

(b) SiI]gi jupujuputanree tealena 
approach.the.horizon 

'He reached a little before sunset, when the sun was already low.' 

Hoffmann 1950:3756 

Transitive and intransitive expressive forms may describe the same action, differing only 

in their specification of a body part or other item involved. Kal-kal and sako-sako refer in 

the intransitive to '(of a child) to show itself unmanageable' and 'to pant' respectively. In the 

transitive, they have identical meanings and are understood to have the child's parents and one's 

breath, respectively, as the direct objects, though these may not be explicitly mentioned. 

Sako-sako is notable for two additional reasons. Firstly, it has a second transitive meaning 

that semantically appears to be causative, as seen in (14); there does not appear to be a causative 

morpheme in sako-sakokia, but it behaves similarly to the set of labiles whose transitive forms 

are causative versions of their intransitive forms, further supporting the category of labile 

expressives. Secondly, sako-sako allows the reflexive affix, which has the same meaning as the 

intransitive form (and that of the transitive, assuming the direct object is implied rather than 

stated outright). The reflexive having the same meaning as either the intransitive or transitive 

forms, or both, is very common in this category of expressives; this is further explored in §8.2. 

(14) Kudaote sadome sakosakokia. 
cause.to.pant 

'He made the horse pant by riding it at full gallop.' 
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7.2 Transitive Expressives 

Many expressives, a total of 51 in the sample, do not appear in an intransitive form; they are 

exclusively transitive, though most in this case can take either the passive or reflexive affix, or 

both. As with the labile expressives, the reflexive suffix here can be identical in meaning to 

the transitive form; this is seen, for example, in pacar-pecer 'to splash or spatter muddy water 

while walking' (Hoffmann:3180). As with labiles, the direct object involved may be a body part 

that need not be explicitly identified, but rather implied. Garal-gurul '(of a tiger) to look about 

with dilated pupils and eyes shining in the dark' (Hoffmann: 1384) takes the subject's eyes as 

an object; the passive voice form then takes the eyes as its subject, producing the meaning '(of 

eyes) to be dilated and turned about'. 

Of these expressives, badda-bwklu 'to pierce repeatedly a soft substance that is not a . . 

bundle' (Hoffmann:299) is particularly notable, as its passive form may take one of two possible 

subjects: the object that is pierced, or the instrument used to do the piercing. Hoffmann does 

not provide glossed examples of either usage. 

7.3 Intransitive Expressives 

Expressives that have only intransitive forms are relatively few in number, with 36 entries in the 

sample data set; many refer to kinds of motion or sound produced by a single entity and thus not 

requiring another argument. Of note in the intransitive category is the wide variation in behavior 

of verbal affixes, particularly the passive, which may correspond to a supposed direct object that 

is never in fact used. For example, ket-ket 'to utter the cry of a kind of lizard' has no transitive 

form in which the call itself is the direct object. (Unlike the optional use of one's breath as a 
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direct object in sako-sako). There is. however, a passive construction, in which the call may act 

as the subject; the meaning is then '(of this cry) to be uttered'. Many of these expressives have 

a reflexive form, which may have a meaning identical to that of the intransitive but may also 

signal the start of an action or state indicated by the transitive. This is notably similar to the 

behavior of the passive voice in adjectival expressives. 

7.4 Adjectival Expressives 

A total of 17 expressives in the sample do not appear as verbs at all in active voice constructions, 

but have verbal forms only in the passive voice or, less commonly, the reflexive. These words 

invariably have an adjectival form, used not as a predicate but to modify some noun phrase, 

and the passive form typically denotes an entering into the state described by the adjectival 

form; this inchoative meaning is further described in §8.1. Many expressives of other types 

have additional adjectival forms, but lack a verbal form without valency-reducing suffixes. The 

connection those suffixes have to the adjectival form is what sets this category apart. 

Examples of these expressives include bar-bor '(of numerous trees) long and straight', 

gU/:u-gU/:u '(of a stone) large and globular', bur-bur '(of a field) having soil so moist the feet 

sink into it', kabra-kubru 'having many patches of white and another color' and calaIJ-bulaIJ 

'(of children) restless, unable to sit still'. (15) illustrates the passive form for the first of these; 

its behavior is similar for all members of this category. 

(15) Netare sarjom barborgea 
grow.long.and.straight 

'Here the sar trees will grow to have long, straight stems.' 
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Bur-bur and calaIJ-bulaIJ have the additional reflexive meanings '(of fishes) to glide or 

swim in liquid mud' and '(of children) to be perpetually stirring', respectively. Note that both 

of these describe motion related to the adjectival meaning; the same is true for lujur-lujur '(of 

old people) having flabby cheeks', whose reflexive form is 'to move about with flabby cheeks'. 

Lujur-lujur also has two possible interpretations of its passive form: one is the inchoative-esque 

meaning (l6a) as seen in the other adjectival expressives listed thus far, while the other is again 

related to motion (l6b). 

(16) (a) Maeom gataojanre haramburiakoa joa lujurlujuroa. 

No gloss available. - - - - (of cheeks) to become flabby. Hoffmann 1950:2719 

(b) Ne buria nirlere joa lujurlujuroa. 

No gloss available. - - - - (of flabby cheeks) to waggle. Hoffmann 1950:2719 

There are also cases in which the passive of an adjectival expressive conveys a causative 

meaning, as with butu-butu '(of ears of corn) short, undersized', whose passive form means 'to 

produce ears of corn in this manner' (Hoffmann 1950:674). 

7.5 Causative Expressives 

The final, smallest set of expressives has only four examples within the sample data set, 

including gar-gur '(to cause milk to produce) the sound made by milk in a vessel during milking 

or churning' and cor-poto-poto 'to cause the fizzing sound, followed by bubbling, made by 

quicklime or hot iron thrown into water'. Members of this set may be considered a subset of 

the transitive category, but are distinguished in their ability to act as verbs only in the transitive 

causative, not in the transitive itself or the intransitive. 
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Both gar-gur and car-pata-pata may also be passivized, in which case the meaning is 'to 

be caused to produce (the respective sound)', These expressives contrast the direct production 

of the sound by the milk or fizzing water, the passive form here, with an individual's production 

of the sound indirectly, the transitive causative form; this is noteworthy as similar contrasts are 

found in the the data between intransitive and transitive forms of labile expressive, Seke-seke 

'the chink or rattle of bangles against each other', for example, has the intransitive and transitive 

meanings of 'thus to rattle' and 'to make such things (as bangles) rattle', respectively, 

A larger data set and more examples would be needed to conclusively determine whether 

this is in fact a separate category or a subset of the transitive expressives, It may be noted that 

one of the jingles, bada-bada 'to cause things to fallon the ground in a series of soft thuds' , 

would also belong in this category, 

8 Valency-Reducing Affixes on Expressives 

Expressives may take valency-reducing affixes, the effects of which vary in a semi-predictable 

manner given the expressives' classification as described in §7, but appear to be largely lexicaL 

8.1 The Passive Suffix 

The passive suffix for the most part corresponds to the transitive form of transitive and labile 

expressives, promoting the direct object to subject position with the meaning 'have (action) 

done to oneself' or 'experience (action)', as can be expected given the behavior of passive voice 

cross-linguistically, This can be seen in examples such as pata-putu 'to step on the bellies of 
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several people lying on their backs' and its corresponding passive pata-putuu '(of multiple 

people) to be on one's back and have someone step on one's belly' (Hoffmann:3305). 

This may also be seen in expressives with no overt transitive form; typically, either the 

passive construction is considered identical to the intransitive, or the subject of the passive 

construction is an occurance of the action itself. For example, the intransitive expressive jaba-

jubu 'to walk very slowly, loiter, or saunter', when in the passive voice, takes the act of walking 

as the subject (17). 

(17) Sen jabajubujana. 
be.a.slow.walk 

'This walk has been very slow.' Hoffmann 1950:949 

In expressives that lack a plain transitive or intransitive form, acting without affixes only as 

adjectives or adverbs, the passive suffix may produce an inchoative verb, indicating a change of 

state, as described in 7.4. 

8.2 The Reflexive Suffix 

The reflexive suffix -n or -en is very productive with Mundari expressives, creating a wide 

variety of meanings that do not always correspond clearly to the base meaning of the reflexive 

as described in §5.2: to perform an otherwise-transitive action to oneself. This usage of the 

reflexive is seen in expressives such as ladi-badi 'to put things disorderly, more or less one over 

another' (Hoffmann:2569), the reflexive form of which refers to people falling or lying down in 

a heap, heads and limbs overlapping. 

Intransitive and labile expressives seen in the Encyclopaedia Mundarica often have reflexive 

meanings equivalent to the intransitive forms, as with putu-putu 'to give birth to numerous 
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lively young ones'. Several expressives allow a reflexive suffix where the resulting structure 

appears semantically equivalent to the expressive's transitive form. These include such words as 

padaga-pudugu 'to weed/shave/pluck with patches left' (18). 

(18) Holad ci ka lesera gucudo enkam padagapudugunjana? 
shave.while.leaving.patches 

'Is the razor blunt, that thou hast left patches in shaving my face?' Hoffmann 1950:3186 

There are also several cases of the reflexive being used to signify a single instance of an 

event, contrasted with a transitive verb that has a more habitual meaning. This is best seen in 

examples such kurul-kurul 'the habit of never being idle', which has the transitive form 'to 

always do some work or other' and the reflexive form 'to occupy oneself for a whole day without 

stopping' (Hoffmann:2533). Another example is koro-koro, whose transitive and reflexive forms 

are 'to economize' (l9a) and 'to be sparing/stingy on a particular occassion' (l9b), respectively. 

(19) (a) '[akapaesa ka korokorolere ka taina 
economize(NEG) 

'If one does not spare one's money, it gets all spent.' Hoffmann 1950:2477 

(b) AminaI] alom korokorona, lai biu barido jomcme 
be.sparing(NEG) 

'Do not be so abstemious; eat at least a full meal.' Hoffmann 1950:2477 

The final possible implication of the reflexive I have found in this data is that of intention. 

Osada claims that "passivity in Mundari implies non-volitionality" (Osada 1992:91); the reflex-

ive, in tum, appears in some cases to indicate volition. This is seen in words such as bad-bod 'to 

speak haltingly', whose reflexive form means 'to feign a difficulty in speech' (Hoffmann:299), 

and bar-bur 'to plod in soft mud' or '(of mud) to open under the foot and then close up again', 

whose corresponding reflexive form is 'to walk, purposefully sinking in mud' (Hoffmann: 397). 
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Bad-bod is part of a common theme of the reflexive indicating intentional travel through a 

medium that other forms place the subject or object in unwillingly. This is further exemplified 

in two other expressives: the first is capal-copol. whose transitive and reflexive forms are 'to 

throw heavy objects continuously into shallow water' and 'to walk slowly and heavily in shallow 

water', respectively (Hoffmann:751); the second is bur-bur, an adjectival expressive whose 

adjective and passive forms mean '(of a field) muddy, so as to have the feet sink into it' and '(of 

earth) to become artifically sodden', but whose reflexive form is '(of fish) to glide or swim in 

liquid mud' (Hoffmann:656). 

8.3 The Reciprocal Infix 

Many qualities of the reciprocal suggest that it is an outlier among valency-reducing affixes in 

Mundari. Firstly, it is an infix, though most such affixes are suffixes; it also can stack with other 

valency-reducing affixes, though the effect of doing so is as of yet unclear. As mentioned in §6, 

there was only one example of the reciprocal infix in the Encyclopaedia Mundarica sample, and 

though the verb form it appeared in could be reduplicated (logom-logom), the infix itself was 

seen only in the non-reduplicated form (logom). 

Osada does claim the reciprocal infix to be specific only to verb roots, and thus it may be 

incapable of appearing in expressives, which despite their ability to act as predicates are not 

technically verbal roots. Its failure to appear in reduplicated verbs, however, is more surprising; 

given that these are indeed verbs, keeping the valency of their non-reduplicated forms and their 

ability to take valency-changing affixes, one would expect that the reciprocal, too, would be 

grammatical within them. 
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It is notable that the entry for lopogom in the Encyclopaedia Mundarica has two definitions: 

the first is the reciprocal verb form 'to grumble at each other', and the other is a substantive, 

defined as 'mutual grumbling'. This matches Osada's claim that reciprocal verbs typically act 

as nouns. We might then expect that, if reciprocal expressives are possible, they would do the 

same, particularly as most expressives already have possible nominal meanings. 

It may be that there is a morphophonological barrier to expressives taking the reciprocal 

infix; it is described by Osada as appearing after the first vowel of the verb, and including a 

copy of that vowel. However, in reduplicated verbs, it appears after the first vowel of the second 

half of the structure, rather than the structure as a whole. This is presumably due to the second 

half being the base, and the first the reduplicant. Expressives, despite surface phonological 

similarity to reduplicated verbs, are fundamentally morphologically distinct in that they cannot 

be broken down into a base and its reduplicant; thus, it is unclear where the reciprocal infix on 

an expressive would logically go. 

9 Conclusion 

The three valency-reducing affixes in Mundari interact with reduplicated forms in semi

predictable ways. The passive and reflexive suffixes each create several different variations in 

meaning when added to expressives, depending on which of the proposed transitivity-marker

based classes (transitive, intransitive, labile, adjectival, and causative) the expressive in question 

falls into. The reciprocal infix exhibits unusual behavior in reduplicated verbs, and does not 

appear at all in expressives; further research into Mundari verbal morphology may do well to 

examine this infix in more detail. 
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Further study could also investigate whether expressives may be ditransitive and take a 

benefactive argument, whether there is any relation between the type of reduplication seen in 

expressives (full, partial, or vowel mutation) and their semantics, and whether either reduplicated 

verbs or expressives may form serial verb constructions, Additional research on the possible 

category of jingles may also be beneficiaL It may be that jingles, though derived from a single 

base, should be categorized as expressives; this would be at odds with the definition of Mundari 

expressives given by Os ada, Other languages spoken near Mundari have expressives that derive 

from single roots (Emeneau 1980:7), and jingles may be evidence that Mundari's definition of 

expressives should be revised to allow for this, 

Osada's classification of Mundari expressives is solely phonological, and neither explains 

outliers with unusual phonological patterns nor, being specific to expressives, considers the sim

ilarities shared by various reduplicated forms in non-phonological areas, including morphology, 

These forms, in particular expressives and reduplicated verbs, are capable of appearing as the 

predicates of statements; to that end, they have inherent requirements for certain numbers of 

arguments, The valencies of reduplicated verbs match those of their base forms, and those of 

expressives show just as much variation as true verbal roots; far from being a morphologically 

homogeneous class of ideophones, expressives exhibit great variety in predicate behavior, The 

classifications suggested here, and the data collected from the Encyclopaedia Mundarica, may 

serve as a point of entry into further investigation into the predicate behavior of Mundari's 

reduplicated forms, 
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Appendix 

The following pages are the complete sample data set taken from the Encyclopaedia Mundarica , 

including the relevant variants for all entries, the page number where they may be found in 

the Encyclopaedia, their classification according to Osada's phonological system, their part of 

speech ((E)xpressive, (R)edupJicated (V)erb, or (J)ingle), and any nominal, adjectival, transitive, 

intransitive, passive, or reflexive forms cited for them in the source. 
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Citation Alternate Page Pattern Expressive 
P~S Substantive/Nominal Adjectival Transitive Intransitive Passive Reflexive 

Form Fonns Type 

1 
acan<;lal]-

21 V, Labile E (of things other than ducks) 
to move the bottom to and fro to waddle to become a waddler, to waddle Identical to the Intransitive 

ucun<;lil] waddling 

t~ ~~l:~~~~r:~I; ravle~~h~~~~;ng (efth':'?1 te to get 
2 aja-baja 60 e" TranSitive E a tangle of twine, rope, orthread entangled to or catch 

by It 
I'ntangledln or by thread 

ambi5ro- to urge someone In a fussy 
to get Into the habit of being 

to behave In a fussy 
3 

sambi5ro 
105 e, TranSitive E hurry, haste, fUSSiness fussy, bustling manner, to behave In a fussy 

fussy 
manner on a given 

manner occasion 

4 al]ga-<;lal]ga 122 eV111 Adjectival E far away and lonely to be or live In such a place 
to go and live In a far-
away place 

5 baca-baca 305 full TranSitive E a great slowness In action very slow ~~!smailinsects) tOe,~r~~~y to get Into the habit of working 
to be slow In action slowly about on one's slowly 

6 bad-bod bad-bud 299 VII, V I TranSitive E stammer, stutter, difficulty speaking with difficulty to speak haltingly I ~op:e~~~ a difficulty In 
articulating 

an Imitation of the sound of 
causative form only- Ie 

7 bada-bada 297 full N/A J ;gh~~~~~~eud~~ and rapidly 
~~~~~dt~lngs to fallon the 

failing on thuds In a series of soft 

t~~~:~;e,: a soft takes as ,':~, either the to plod In mud In which 
8 bad<;la-bud<;lu 299 V, TranSitive E '0 , one sinks at least up to 

bundle 
substance which IS pierced or 

the ankles the piercing Instrument 

bad<;lal]- frequentatlve of buddu~, to (of snot) to b:~~~~I,~g ,from the 
I i~~:~~:~ut~:eep out 9 

bu d<;lu I] 
buddu~-buddu~ 299 V I , full N/A RV have snot the nose and again, 

nose again and again worms) same as the reilexlve 

10 baka-baka 336 full Labile E the cackling of fowls on the run (as a fowl) cackling on the run causative for~ ~~~k;I~~ make (of fowls) to cackle 
to run cackling 

fowls run while while running 

11 bakad-bukud 337 V, Labile E to have caterpillars crawl on I ~0~~5gle (as a to mak: ~r;~~I~~t, one's throat motions In 3 water 

12 bakar- bakar 338 full IntranSitive E 
the bubbling sound of bOiling 

(as bOil In g water) bubbling 
to bOil with a 

Identical to the Intransitive 
water bubbling sound 

13 bala-balu bala-batu, balu- 349 'V, , 'V If? , ? TranSitive E foolish to render fooliSh, to bewilder 
to be rendered fooliSh, to 

to behave like a fool batu become foolish 

14 bal]-bal] 376 full TranSitive E to open wide corresponding to the tran sltlve 

15 bar-bor 396 V" Adjectival E ~?! numerous trees) haVing to grow Into trees with long, 
long, straight stems straight stems 

I :~_f~~oud~ln soft mud, 
16 bar-bur 397 V, Labile E to trample something Into the Ie ~~~~o~~ I~~r~~r~~~erefle;'·~h~n :~ purposely sinking 

mod I ~nder the' and 
then shut up again 

17 bara-bara bar(l-bara 408 full, 7 TranSitive E very fast speech 
h~~ln.~the habit of speaking 
very fast 

to say something very fast corresponding to the tran sltlve to speak very fast 

18 bara-buru 408 V, TranSitive E clumpy, cloddy earth In large clods t~r~~o~~~~~ as to throw up 
large of earth 

corresponding to the tran sltlve 

large bubbles of air rising here to make large to have bUbble~e~l)s;~gb~Ob~~: 
19 ba@-burl,! 403 V, IntranSitive E and there or allover to the bubbles here and surface, (of water) to on Identical to the transitive 

surface of the water there In the water ItS own 

Ie someone awake all 
to be delirious, to 

20 barara-barara 396 full Labile E delirious ;;1kht delirious, drunken 
talk nonsense all 

to become delirious to talk nonsense 
night long because 
one IS drunk' 

21 bata-bati 448 "VVII" N/A J the sickness of several people at (of several people) down with (o:~s;~:~~~~~ t,o attack several ~~asCekvee;~::I~~~e~st~ be I ~~~~~:~) to have small 
the same time sickness people same time 

frequentatlve of 
same as, but more 

22 batl,!-batl,! batu~-batu~ 453 full, full N/A RV batl,!n, to to bend 
common than, the 

the body as worms 
In mud 

Intransitive 

23 bhal]-bhol] ba~-bo~, da~- 490 V II, V II, V II TranSitive E FJI~h~~f~~t~S ~~~tralght to make such holes ~oo~~t pierced with many such 
deo and are at least 

half a ,t wide 

the gurgling of a bottle being to cause a :1,~~,I,~~tO gurgle out 
I ~~,~~I~~~I:e being 24 bhok-bhok 503 full Labile E of a bottle It or the Identical to the Intransitive emplled 

upside-down Illqu'ld) to gurgle 

25 bh oko-bh oko boko-boko 503 full, full Adjectival E rawness, stupidity 
unaccustomed, raw, stupid, 

to have become stupid 
unpracticed 



Citation Alternate Page Pattern Expressive 
P~S Substantive/Nominal Adjectival Transitive Intransitive Passive Reflexive 

Form Fonns Type 

26 
bhorom-

borom-sorom 506 Cx, Cx Labile E shyness, a reason for shyness oky to be shy In someone's 
to feel shy Identical to the Intransitive Identical to the Intransitive 

sorom presence 

27 
bid<;lal]-

538 'V, Intransitive E th~I~I~~e~f one who walks with with limp to limp Identical to the Intransitive Identical to the Intransitive 
bid<;lul] their lifted off the ground 

28 binti-panti 552 c, N/A J 
, honest prayer, 

to beg earnestly and humbly corresponding to the tran sltlve 
earnest prayer 

29 biril]-biril] 562 full Intransitive E sparkling to sparkle 

30 biril]-biril] 581 full Transitive E ~~e~ater) In a sheet and very to dan: u_p,_water so that It 
nses to a height 

to get covered with deep water 

31 bukal-bukal 641 full Intransitive E I ~O~bo~:~~ 7.';;c) Ie up fast 
(of spring water) bubbling up fast 

32 bur-bur 656 full Adjectival E (of a field) having the feet sink (of earth) to become artlflcally I ~I~fu~~~~~ to glide/swim In 
Into It sodden 

(of a furrow)?ee,~,_~onnotlng Ie body of the to sWim under water, to 
33 buru-buru 671 full Transitive E 

aploughlng'ln the ~~~I~~:n)~lle (01 to move unseen under some 
walk under the cover of a ~~~,~~ ~as ;hbe~'~~~~n and 

Ie cover dense growth ~ov~d through the sWimming 

34 bU(1,!-burl,! bar(l-burv 409 full, V I Transitive E muttered 
to mutter, to say something In 

corresponding to the tran sltlve 
to speak or converse In a 

a low vOice low vOice 

35 busu-busu 673 full Intransitive E 
a sensation of horror, fear and 

hOrrid 
to feel horror or to become hOrrified, to see or 

disgust nausea hear with a shudder 

36 
busuru-

674 full Intransitive E (of earth) easy to plough 
to have an easy (o;s:a;~hbl~~~~come soft and 

busuru ploughing easy to 

37 butu-butu putu-putu 674 full, full Intransitive E flYing In flocks to fly In large flocks Identical to the Intransitive 

38 butl,!-butl,! 674 full Adjectival E (of ear~z~fd~:t~~t{e~hort, 
undersized, to produce short ears 

39 butud-butud 674 full Intransitive E th e t:: ,og9;i,~~ ':,9 i,~~ml e," cc 0 on the of 
I ~~fl~~oth) to lose ItS Identical to the Intransitive 

40 ca-ca 685 full Intransitive E 
the sound of water repeatedly used of a sound to describe It (of water) to produce (of water) to produce a crashing 
hitting a hard substance having this quality a crashing nOise nOise 

the sound of (frequentatlve o:t?~~~~~~ (of 
I ~~~F~usrer of 41 C~-C~ 687 Vo N/A PV saplings, each cce 01 

several to a 
to be cut 

an axe 
number or saplings, I ~~'~Illn one stroke 
each With one stroke 

42 cail]-cuil] 700 'V, Transitive E the spurting nOise of milk when 
prodUCing such a sound to milk With a spurting nOise 

to be milked With a spurting 
milking a cow nOise 

43 calal]- bulal] culu~-bulu~ 712 C 11f?, C II Adjectival E (of Ch~d~~I~/estless, unable il~g~~II~~en) to get the habit of (of children) to be 
to stay perpetually stirring 

44 
canaka- canka-manka, 722 CIII , C III, C 

N/A J something that has been fned In 
fned or prepared With 011 to fry or prepare With 011 corresponding to the tran sltlve 

manaka ca~ka-ma~ka 
'" 

011 

candaka- cunduku- stre:~ncit~~~~y or In patches 
to render sparse, to reduce to 

to be reduced to patches, to 
to put themselves or 

45 
cunduku cunduku 

727 V I , full TranSitive E scattered patches 
here 

scattered patches, to sow 
come out In patches 

remain In scattered 
unevenly groups 

Imlta~~t~l~fg~e sound made by to throw contlnuall~~~~e"a;! 
to wal~ slowly and heavily 46 capal-copol 751 V" TranSitive E h:a~y, spashlng or failing ~~~~g~~ In shallow water, to be thrown or fall continually In 

In shallow ~~~Srh slowly In shallow shallow water Ie 

water 

I ~~~a-~~~I,_ coka-

to sWiftly climb a slope or 
to have to climb a steeP

g 
~~I~~~') 

47 ceka-caki 808 7 TranSitive E a steep ascent (of a path) steep 
tree, to cause 

(of the action of climbing Identical to the transitive 
COkl, coka-cuku Ie a very 

to be performed 
steep ascent 

cepel-cepel 
a _sll?~t_but continued ~f:~~hlng to splash water so as to make to make this sound to make this sound while 48 814 full Labile E sound on the surface 

this sound while splashing 
(of water) to be splashed slightly 

splashing 
water 

cere-Jere, Jere- full, CVII , full to eat so as to distend the ~?:.t~~_,stomach) to become 
49 cere-cere 825 Adjectival E distenSion of the stomach dlstend~ddl~~!n~:~) to get one's Identical to the transitive Jere, Je-Je , full stomach 

stomach 

50 cirib-cirib 867 full IntranSitive E the chirping of sparrows Imitative of such a sound to chirp 
~o_f t~.~chlrplng of sparrows) to 
be uttered 

Identical to the Intransitive 



Citation Alternate 
Page Pattern 

Expressive 
P~S Substantive/Nominal Adjectival Transitive Intransitive Passive Reflexive 

Form Fonns Type 

Imitative of the sound produced 

~~I~n~~r In the first stage of (causative) to cause the 
to produce one of (of a to begin to 

51 cae-cae 904 full Labile E the hissing of fire In production of one of these 
these sounds produce one sounds the hissing of sounds 

lime being shaked 

52 com-com 886 full Labile E m ""oog:::"L W~~~.;'", to shape something to be so fitted or to be so shaped In a well-
cc or conically shaped manner 

proud, supercilious taclternlty, to observe a proud, sulky, cc (of one's mouth) to be proudly I ~~~;~e~~ean oneself In 53 com-com 887 full Transitive E sulky silence taciturn and proud angry silence shut I ~II~~~~ sulky, or angry 

54 
con <;lel-

889 full, full, C III Labile E 6~~~dIIY- running about ::~, to sniff about after 
I ~O~ogu~~t:~_to run 

Identical to the transitive 
con<;lel smell dogs) 

In quest for food 

55 
cOI]-goro-

891 'full Labile E the sound Imitative of such a sound to fry or bake with a to make such a to be baked or fried with a 

goro produced 'In baking or frying hissing/fizzling sound sound hissing/fizzling sound 

Imitative of the fizzing sou,n~, 
(causative) to cause the to be treated to as to produce 56 cor-poto-poto 898 triple Causative E followed by made 

qUicklime or hot Iron lillto production of this sound this sound 
water 

57 coto-coto 903 full Labile E the sound of liquid failing In a thin 
Imitative of such a sound to cause a_I~~uld to trickle down with to be heard trickling down In a 

jet or streak io fall with 'such a sound' such a sound thin jet 

58 CurU-CurU 933 full Transitive E 
pyramidally or conically to make or put something Into 

to be made Into a pOint 
to put on a pOinted hat or 

pOinted a pOint turban 

59 dad-ded dad-dud 1010 V IV, V I Labile E Irresolution, weakness of will 
Irresolute, hesitating, weak- ~p~~~:~~r~~~~~~~, ~~~~r:~t~~e) to have hesitations, to be said or ordered Irresolutely, 

I :~reasc~I~~ei;;-willed t_~_ re n der _Ir~~s_?~ u_t~_bX to feel Irresolute to be rendered Irresolute 
objections or disapproval 

Irresolute, hesitating, weak-
to render 

to have hesitations, to be said or ordered Irresolutely, 
I :~reaSc~I~~eIY~ 60 dag-deg 1010 Vo Labile E Irresolution, weakness of will 

willed 
Irresolute-~;Objectlons or 

to feel Irresolute to be rendered Irresolute 

61 daga-daga 953 full Transitive E ~~ff~ld~n~~~f~h~I~~;~~ etc) the ~~:01:~~~~~rsi~l~rkeyS, etc) to 
(of the tails of such animals) to Identical to the transitive 
be displayed 

62 dali~-dali~, dalae-dalae 961 full, full Labile E (used In jokes) hair In long locks with long, dangling hair ; ~{a~Og~ake one's I ~O;~~~eg hair) to ~O;~~~g hair) to be caused to to movelrun/etc so that 
long hair one's hair dangles 

lada
l
-, I~ addu~_I~~I~- VI, V I, VI, 

used to describe the 
Identical to the ~n~I~lf~~~I~f fat t~ ~~I~I~I~~f~I~~cPeOPle) 63 dal~-dull,! 

ludV, 
962 

VI/metathesIs 
Intransitive E the age of a child when It toddles (of a child) toddling I ~~I~~f a toddling people) walking with to dlfflcu Ity 

to dangle, to be caused to 
to hang onto something 

64 <;lal]-<;lUI] 1152 V, Labile E to cause to dangle to dangle with the hands and 
dangle 

dangle or sWing 

65 
<;lal]gur-

1183 full Labile E the sound of a large wooden bell to ring a large wooden bell 
I ~;~~~~ ~~'Te ~~u~~~i~ ~ooden bell) to be 

<;lal]gur ring 

dal]kuru- the sound of the mechanical rlce- to cause the 
of the mechanical rice pounder) 

66 979 full Intransitive E pounder when It IS working producing such a sound production of thiS 
dal]kuru rapidly sound 

to be worked( 

to nag, to scold In a 
to get bored with Ie 

to bore someone with 
I ~~~I~~~~: to start a 67 dara,b-darab 997 full Labile E the condition of being a nagger scolding have taken the habit of Identical to the Intransitive 

again a~d again 
others with scolding 

68 darag-dorog tarag-torog 985 V" , VII N/A J 
the sound made a stick which 

Spilt, cracked to crack a stick 
not to feel, ~~I:e_ well, 

(of a stick) to get cracked 
IS cracked and partly spilt 

(of a be 
cracked 

69 <;larad-<;lurud durud-durud 1185 V, , full Labile E (of grain plants) stunted and to cause grain plants to 
to be undergrown ~~~~;:~n plants) to remain 

overgrown remain stunted 

70 <;lara,I]-<;lurUI] 
dari~-dOrO, daSl-

1187 V, . V I. V, Adjectival E 
collective noun for small children (of several such children, (of several children) to reach that 

dUSl able to walk calves, or kids) being that age 10 

an ~'~'~~tl~~~~~nlg the head to ~~:lr~tY' haVing that :_~fl~;}t~~,ln someone that ~o::~:,:!r"c~~N: tog;,,~ , to s~ackoen~~I~~::0 one's 
71 <;lal1!-<;larl,! 1189 full TranSitive E to shake one's head head up and 

shake up and down 
up and down short time down 

72 <;lebe-<;lebe 1195 full TranSitive E (of water) dirty, muddy 
to render water dirty or 

(of water) to become dirty 
muddy 

to cause to sWing, 

73 <;lhilul]-<;lhilul] dllu~-dllu~ 1221 full, full Labile E 
to cause to to to oscillate to be caused to oscillate as 

oscillate end of a short '0 described 
and slender attachment 
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74 <;lhul-<;lhul dul-dul 1225 full , full Transitive E 
soft and Inflated or filled with 

to Inflate or fill with water to get Inflated or filled with liquid to fill oneself with dnnk 
liquid 

75 <;lil;!-<;lil;! dOQ-doQ 1229 full , full Intransitive E :t~:~~~ ~f heaviness In the i~;o~~~OmaCh) feeling heavy to feel such a 
to be affected by such a feeling 

to cause In oneself such 
caused by Indigestion Indigestion heaviness a feeling 

dokol, dokor- the of the belly or of ItS (causative; ~~o%~gc~leal (of the stomach or (of the womb with child and the to cause one's stomach 
76 <;lokol-<;lokol 1247 full , full N/A RV someone's and so ItS contents) to ~t~~'~C'h full of food or drink) to 

dokor, dokor ccctecti 
make him sick waggle waggle 

to waggle 

to send or cause to come or go one after 
77 dopa-dopa 1082 full Causative E ~~hgeOr ~ne after the the other or In successive 

or In successive groups groups 

the stench of human excrements, to caus,~(3~~I~~~) I :f:~ckht;o~;;,1 Ie to be pervaded with the stench 
78 dora!]-doro!] 1087 full Labile E the set of files flYing round and (of excrements) stinking 

to smeli'th:s'~tench, ef ef to be by I il~:~e as transitive for 

round something 
to fly round and 

'0 I ,10_',~e_ files flYing "d cce 
something 

79 <;lugu-<;lugu 1257 full, CIII, C 
Labile E cupola-shaped 

to make In the shape of the 
to be cupola-shaped 

to be made In the shape of the 
IIII? cupola cupola 

to have the habit of 
to be Idle, 

80 <;lum-<;lum 1262 full Transitive E peevishness having a peevish character ?,~~~~trorose, to be In the 
to become of a peevish to be peevish, 

keep a gloomy disposition gloomy, 
silence one IS 
downhearted 

81 dur-dur 1154 full Labile E a flow of blood from a wound 
(of blood) flowing from a (causative) to cause (of blood) to flow 

to bleed profusely 
to cause one's own blood 

wound someone's blood to flow from a wound to flow 

82 dursu-mursu duru-musu 1154 CIII, C III Intransitive E the_~,~I~~.unwell, a state of not feeling well 
to be unwell or out of 

Identical to the Intransitive 
health between good and bad sorts 

(causative) to burn 
to burn with a heavy 83 du(U-duru 1160 full Labile E dense heavy smoke (of smoke) dense , Identical to the Intransitive 

dense sm~oke smoke 

84 eke-seke 1338 CI Labile E the condition of being out of 
having such a condition 

to cause 
to be out of breath to become out of breath to ~~~~,/un, etc, so as to 

breath someone-t'o-get out of breath get of breath 

(of several people) 

85 elabu-dolabu 1285 C VillI? Intransitive E 
I ~:~t~~~t~~~uether after e:IY;~':; I each so 

86 en<;l-men<;l 1297 CIII Labile E (of a bundle) loosely tied to tie loosely to be tied loosely 
to put a lOincloth, waist cloth, or 
turban on loosely 

87 en<;lel-pen<;lel 1296 C I_ CI _ CI Labile E 
to dirty someone's clothes, ct (of cloth) to get dirty ~~;tl~~e~lt~o~~s~r clothes) to get I ~~o~~~s ~neself or one's eml-petel one's own, with dust or dusty with dust 

vanous musical Instruments, 

88 gaja-baja 1357 Ctt IntranSitive E musIc made 
to make such musIc (of such musIc) to be made Identical to the Intransitive 

Instruments different from 
ordinary dance musIc 

to quarrel In a nOise 

the habit of loud quarrelling, the I ~~I~~~~~~;e~ur out violent (of 

89 gaja-gaja 1357 full Labile E CCloe "Yoed Mhei:i~:rY ~~fu~rilous abusive and 
to abuse people Im,cx, Ie (of a hurly-burly) to be made to quarrel nOIsily ct 

~~~gv:r~v~~~'o;' ~!_~Vlolent loud I :p:~kct 
ab~use or quarrelling I ~h~~;U:~rl~i:_to have the habit 

quarrelling nOIsily 

90 gama-gama 1365 full IntranSitive E to rain for a short 
time and not heavily 

91 gar-gor 1388 V tt TranSitive E 
the death-rattle, the purring of 

pUrring 
to have the death-rattle, to 

to have the death-rattle to purr 
cats purr 

92 gar-gur 1388 V I , full Causative E the sound made by milk In a 
producing this sound 

to cause milk to (of milk) to be made to produce 
gar-gar 

vessel during churning produce this sound such a sound 

~~~~~~~~~f 
the to produce the ~;~~~t~fr be "Yoed Ie m,ke ~~~~~g~~'llto cause a stone or a a stone or 93 gara,-gara 1392 full Labile E by a stone 

while rumbling 
sound of a rumbling 

make a 
to gargle 

stone or cart 
sound 

gara-gln, gar-glr, 
VI, VI ,VIII, (of the clouds) to thunder at 

94 gara,-guru gar-guru, hara- 1393 
V II? , V, Labile E the roiling of pretty near thunder 

someone 
to thunder to thunder 

huru 
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garal-gurul 
(as_ t~?_~r~_ or, Idiomatically, of to use one's eyes to look i~;ne~~~b~ou~e dilated and 95 1384 V, Transitive E ,p:.~p~e)~ the act 0lf i~~~~~a~~out about thus 

Identical to the transitive 
;'~th' eyes shining In the 

th~t~Ue~~'nf~II~~g~I~~~~~I~Y small 
to cause to fall down 

96 gasa-gasa 1399 full Transitive E (of small beings) numerous plentifully, to cause small 
fruit, etc 

beings to be numerous 

97 gen~-gen~ genE;l-geter 1420 full, , Transitive E 
numerous and together In a to put or plant close together to be placed or planted close In 

to crowd along a line ww In a line a row 

98 
gondor-

1436 full Labile E grumbling, catenNaullng (of a person) to be a grumbler to utter words grumblingly I ~e"g~~~~',e to grumble, (o:,::,~~,r,ds) to be to grumble 
gondor uttered 

99 gul-gul 1519 full Intransitive E the blackness of deep, stili water ~~~~~tt~12deep, stili, looking Ol"k ,cleed) bl"k 
I ~~f_ clouds) to take a (~~~~e~I:~t~r and clouds) ot 

take a appearance 

(of a~~:fr~ef~:~~~r~:I:; having I (ef th~~;~;:~~:~~oe soft not on the 
100 gului-gului 1528 full Intransitive E 

head, (~:o:t~~~,~~::,St~i I particles of certain 

~e':t':;,:)eft grasses) to grow soft 
or fluffy 

(of~. ~13?~:~~ ~t~~e~~~k~: at (O~~~~~r~~~ tlo becom~~~r~~~:I~r 101 gU(U-gurU 1540 full Adjectival E least as large as a 
globular, be large and 

puck 

102 haha-haha 1565 full Intransitive E the call of the Indian fox or flYing 
having the quality of this call (of the fox_ o_r_~I,Ylng (of this call) to be uttered Identical to the Intransitive 

squirrel squirrel) to call' 

haj~-buj~ 
grammatical Incorrectness of to address someone with Identical to the re,flexlv~'I"~O! a 

103 1569 e" Transitive E 
speech Incorrect speech ~a~r;~~tGe) not to be to speak Incorrectly 

(of work) dlffICU,lt, ~of ,aO~he~~~n) 
h~a~d~;;~;k' to overwhelm with to feel ovenNhelmed 104 hal-hal 1582 full Labile E ceaseless hard work one who 

with hard work 
with hard work 

105 hala-gula hal-hOI, hul-hull 1577 CVf?,VI, Labile E a scare or panic spreading over being a scare or panic to spread a panic to get scared or to get scared or panic stricken 
full/epenthesIs the country panic stricken 

106 hal]gar-
1601 full Causative E ~,i~~~:nffa~:sOf live coals ;~io bring a fire to i~~~eflre) to be brought to this 

hal]gar ihls stage burning 

107 hara-hari 1614 full Labile E a bet, a wager to bet on something to bet, to wager (of a question) to be bet on Identical to the Intransitive 

to wear the ground clean and to wear one's limbs 
108 h aral-h aral 1615 full Transitive E (of a path) worn smooth 

smooth, to wear a 11mb or 
corresponding to the tran sltlve 

I ~~~~~~ tb~er~~ob~~~ them ~o_dy. smooth by dragging 
It on the ground 

109 haram-durum 1639 CVIII N/A J old age (of men) old (of men) to become old 

Ie , 
to be affected by such a 110 haral]-haral] 1616 full Intransitive E a sensation of heat In the nose I ~-e~s~t~o~Of heat In 

the nose or throat 
sensation 

~~;'~~';~~~' (of'p;~'pl'~') talking 
to speak desultorily to to hold a desultory ::::::::iy Ie 

to be 
111 hauru-jauru 1681 CVII Labile E 

someone conversation 
Identical to the Intransitive 

desultory 

112 heje-heje hlgl-hlgl 1695 full, full Adjectival E a very steep slope or surface very steep, having steep sides to be very steep 

hugu(U- the act of Immoderate to make qUlc~ ,~r_ 

113 ugOru-dugOru 1816 CV"', CVIII Transitive E movements a cloth dangling 
to cause a cloth to dangle as 

(of a cloth) to be shaken as such 
I Inordinate movements 

duguru from the head such when one has a cloth 
thrown over the head 

114 ilpal]-alpal] 1965 , Labile E (of the wind) to blOWs s~~o;~~~s Identical to the i~fc~e~~~~l to be exposed to 
In gusts from various transitive of wind 

the third degree or,_s~~g~_of 
(causative) to make someone to get or be made as drunk as 

to drink so much that one 
115 in<;lal]-san<;lal] 1915 C xf? Labile E In one can 

to be In such a stage to walk and fall thus reaches this degree of 
scarcely walk and falls again and as drunk as described described 

drunkenness 
again 

116 itil-itil 1940 full Adjectival 
E (of meat) In which there are 

to become pretty fat 
fatty parts 

117 jaba-jubu 1949 V, Intransitive E h~~ln_~ _the habit of walking 
very Siowly 

t?v:'~I~ !e~! _slowly, 
1000er, saunter 

i~~~he act of walking) to be very Identical to the Intransitive 

the habit of running from feast to to Vlsl;,~"a~! ~Iaces to feast tobeona to begin the habit of running 
118 jalam-jalam jalam 1968 full N/A RV 

feast 
(of a man) to have this habit and drink, run from feast to 

banqueting tour 
from feast to feast, (of a round of Identical to the transitive 

feast feasts) to be frequented 

119 jalal]-jalal] 1969 full Labile E a line ~fs~~ZPle, birds, trees, etc ~0'~~d:alklng, or placed side to put In a line side by side 
to be or go side by to be placed side by side In a to place themselves side 

side by by! Inarow side In a row lOW by side In a line 
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to continue work until near 

I ;:~::r o~' 
I JOPOJ~:,::::: V" , full, V, sunset or near the of 

120 japa-jopo 2003 Labile E :I~~~m,0on or a 
Ie 

Ie 
Identical to the Intransitive , 

a lamp 
the 

IstOO low setting 

I ~ou~llllg~;, ~~{~~~;~t 
the brightness of metal, sun) 

121 jaral]-jaral] 2012 full Labile E ~~rr~,:'_ etc, sunshine on a 
glittering, polished to 

to polish a metallic object 
Ie Oh:~I;;~:J' , 

to be (of the 

cloudless day brightness cloudless feel sun) become 
blinded sun 
when at It 

Il~~,;~~rf"O Ie 
cry, (of 

~~~~eed cry of young mynas) to be 122 j~-j~ 2028 full Labile E the cry of young mynas Imitative of such a sound repeat Identical to the Intransitive 
the same thing over 
and over 

123 jerebe-jeber 2035 metathesIs Labile E (of ground) slippery ~~Ifp~~~ to render the ground I ~o_f _t~~ ground) to 
I become slippery 

Identical to the Intransitive 

(of rain) to beat or the I(Ofraln)todrlve,to (~fn_~~I~~f:O be driven ~Ye~;~rso~d 124 jhar-jhar Jar-Jar 2045 full, full Labile E (of rain) driVing wind, people) to be 
gm~,d ol"II'gly I beat slantingly to driVing rain 

125 jin<;lul-jin<;lul Jlndul 2070 full NJA RV (of a ~os~~~o~~e~rllolncloth) to to tie a bowstring too tightly, corresponding to the tran sltlve to put on a lOincloth 
not be taughtly to slacken a rope loosely 

126 jore-jore 2114 full Labile E the habit of chattering or talking (of ~;~~~,~'~~:'~T' (of a chatterbox) to talk 
to be a chatterbox to be talked to by a chatterbox to chatter away 

tediously and talkative ":,J- protractedly to someone 

127 jurur-jurur 2156 full NJA RV smoothness to the touch haVing a very smooth polished 
to make perfectly smooth 

to be made or become perfectly 
Jurur produced by a polished surface surface smooth 

the act or habit of running about ~r~~n~I!~: habit of running to VISit on~ ~~~~2ter to run about from 
128 jutum-jutum Jutum 2141 full NJA RV ~~~o_t~:~,.to or sellin one house to house or corresponding to the tran sltlve Identical to the Intransitive 

from place to place from to place place place to place 

~~I~~~SS ,In many patches of Wlt~ :~~~:ratches of white 
to be or become covered with 

129 kabra-kubru 2160 V, Adjectival E ~na~t~:ra(tches of white and and another color and color color 

to walk or run Jerkily 
(of someo~~:s~~bZ~ moving) to 130 kabur-kabur 2161 full IntranSitive E on all fours or with Identical to the Intransitive 

bent body become '0 

the act ,~~~~~nf~O~n tiptoe or on (causative) to make someone to be caused to walk as 
131 ka<;l~-ku<;ll,! 2168 V, Labile E to walk as described descrlbe~,s (~:~~r~~~~alk) to Identical to the Intransitive the heel of one walk as described become as 

132 kal-kal 2191 full Labile E (of a child) unmanageable (of :nCt~ll~i !~t~~~I~ their to be unmanageable to become unmanageable 
to show oneself to be 

parents unmanageable 

133 kan<;lal]- g 
2213 VII, VI , full, IntranSitive E lean, long-necked, lanky to be lanky to grow tall and lean to stand or walk looking 

kon<;lol] kondo~-kondo~ 
full lanky 

(of a woode~~~~,~~{ ;flxln
g 

something a t~~~I~~e or hammer In very 134 kara-kara 2244 full TranSitive E wooden In tightly to cause earth to corresponding to the tran sltlve 

thrOUg~rya~~lrn~ ;I~t~~r~r~~nt~, (of hard by drYing 
sOil) very after 

to breathe with 
autlble obstruction In 

breathing obstructed by mucus In haVing breathing thus of a cold, to the nose, to feel to get one's breathing obstructed to breath with audible 135 karal]-korol] 2232 V" Labile E cause In the one's breathing 
the nose when one has a cold obstructed breathing obstructed the through a cold obstruction In the nose 

presence mucus 
In the nose 

t~ec~~~oc~~nand protracted sound to crunch as to be eaten with a small Identical to the transitive 136 karl,!-karl,! 2238 full Labile E of uncooked, very criSp to crunch as described described crunching sound and Intransitive frUit 

kau<;lal]- to stand or walk_I??_kl~~. 
137 

kon<;lal] 
2213 , IntranSitive E lean and long-necked, lanky to be lanky to grow tall and lean I lanky, to make 

kondo~-kondo~ 

~::~~rl~t~/~on~ cold du e to ~~fl~Z;d) to cause one to 
to press one's arms 

to be caused by the cold to to expose oneselve to 
138 ken<;le-ken<;le kundu-kundu 2288 full, full Labile E being naked 

across one's chest 
shiver shivering from cold by not 

from cold putting on a cloth 

139 kel]-kel] 2290 full Labile E 
the sound produced while to cause a razor to produce (of ~r~~?,~)_to (of the sou nd of shaVing) to be 
shaVing thiS sound sound produced 
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140 keo-keo kero-kero 2291 full, full Labile E 
the cries of a full-grown fowl to cause a fowl to cry thus by (of ~. fu~I-~r_~~n_ !owl) ~~:t~ef~:I) to be caused to cry In Identical to the Intransitive 
when caught catching It to cry In distress 

to let someone cross a 

141 keol]-meol] 2292 CIII Labile E 
, of loneliness and fear In alone, and 

to have this feeling Identical to the Intransitive the of the forest so cause get this 
feeling 

(asaforelgn languge) not 
to speak to someone In a 

142 kerel]-merel] 2300 CIII Transitive E foreign tongue he does not corresponding to the tran sltlve Identical to the transitive 

143 kerme-kerme 2297 full Transitive E to do something little by little 
corresponding to the tran sltlve Identical to the transitive over a long period of time 

I k:~;~~~~f;~kke~~~- full , ,.'t~pl~ full Imitative of the cry of a kind of 144 ket-ket kete, 2302 Intransitive E (of a sound) sounding like this to utter this cry (of this cry) to be uttered 
kete lizard 

(c au satlv: ~~~~I~t~t~~t~, u ch the sound of bOiling 
~~fb~~~~nd) sounding of this 

rice In the so 
(of rice, etc) to bOil 145 kete<;l-kete<;l 2301 full Labile E grain when IS too little that It IS cover It Identical to the Intransitive 

water ~t~~th ~"~~ff~~~~~t quantity of 
with this sound 

~~~~hPerson) having a pealing 
I ~o~~~~~_~~lin Ie to aqulre the habit of_I~~gh,l~p or 

146 khab-khab 2307 full Labile E a peal or peals of laughter 
to scold someone In harsh, 

'" ~~,C;:~:~~~"ln this Identical to the Intransitive 
high-voiced abuse 

I pitched vOice ~~~~~~;t~r scolding) to 
place In this manner 

147 khane-khane khane-khane 2322 full , full Transitive E t~~s~~.or do something to be done or said repeatedly Identical to the transitive 

a threat of Immediate 
to threaten someone with 148 khapa-khupu kapa-kupu 2322 V, . V, Transitive E pu nlshment, a threatening Instant punlshement corresponding to the tran sltlve 

gesture 

149 khara-khari kara-karl 2325 "V VII" "V VII" Labile E 
steadiness of purpose, 

steadfast 
to keep one's promise to to be steady of 

to get Into the habit of constancy 
to act without constancy 

constancy someone purpose In a particular case 

khatan- khatu-chatu, CVI, CVI, C a disposition to cavil, a ~~v~lin~rson) to be addicted to to diSCUSS, to object 
I ~od~~C~~'dto be it~:~I,;~n~~j~~t~ot~:~ted to to cavil, to object 150 

chatan khat-chat 
2353 

" 
Labile E 

discussion, a frivolous objection frivolously to something to cavilling 
to become a 

frivolously caviller 

151 khosa-khusi kosa-kusl 2372 "V VIII" "V VIII" Intransitive E mutual wlllln,gness, consent, 
agreeable to all parties 

to be pleased or 
Identical to the Intransitive Identical to the Intransitive 

an d/or satisfaction willing on both sides 

152 kirig-kirig 2412 full Intransitive E ~hhea~~d ~f a kind of bird when 
by a cow 

producing such a sound to utter this cry 

153 koro-koro 2477 full Labile E fr~~~~~y, parsimony, thrift, to_:,C~~?_~I_Z_e_" to to be habitually (of food or money) to be used to be sparing or stingy on 
sparingly sparing or stingy sparingly a particular occasion 

the sound of water entering a to cause water to 
I {~~ftate~)}o produce 

il~Wwl~~~r ~ to be caused to 154 koro-koro 2482 full Labile E producing such a sound co 
hole or Issuing from It flow Into a I e~~t~~~~.a hole or 

" 
155 koso-koso 2483 full Intransitive E angry silence and refusal to work 

(of a man) habitually silent In 
to kee~nS~I~~I~I~t to begin a spell of angry silence Identical to the Intransitive 

anger angry and 

156 kotQ-kotQ kotQ 2491 full N/A RV to tap several or many times corresponding to the tran sltlve 

kugsukuduru- to dance with a 
157 2505 full Intransitive E particular hopping Identical to the Intransitive 

kugsukuduru step 

158 kurug-kurug 2542 full Intransitive E a call aScribed to the cobra producing such a sound 
(of a cobra) to utter 

(of this call) to be uttered Identical to the Intransitive 
this call 

to always do some work or to get Into the habit of never t~~~~~~~:y oneself for a 159 kurul-kurul 2533 full Labile E the habit of never being Idle always busy, never Idle to be never Idle whole 
other being Idle 

stopping 

;.~~~_~o~~;!~i,~, ;ndulge In a (of ~,~,~~s~o~~::~llfn~f \hh~S habit to make use of such an 160 kusur-kusur musur-musur 2546 full, full Adjectival E meal or of of aV~lllng oneself 
from one's family ,0~~I~n~~na~:~t opportunity 

161 kutu-kutu 2551 full Transitive E (of c~:nels! with a hump, (of 
men) 

~o;c~n~~!I!;dt~ stretch their (of th~ back of an animal) to be 
~tretched upwards Identical to the transitive 

to flap: to ;f~:X~~!~ ,and down 
or flabby, 

I :c::~i,!~:;o~oed 162 lab~-Iab~ 2560 full Labile E 
(of mldd'l~slzed birds, as 

corresponding to the tran sltlve 
to wave the ears, wings, 

fi~~~~~~o languidly or 

or arms flabbily 

throw a stone 
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to stammer out, (causative) to 
to become a stammerer, to 

163 la<;l-Iu<;l 2570 V, Labile E a stammer (through a 
(of a tongue) stammenng to stammer 

stammer just now, to be caused 
Identical to the Intransitive 

defect), a nervous 
cause one to 

to stammer, (of speech) to be 
fear stammered out 

I (o~~e~~~I,:)}o let 

lada-badl, ladl- e" c 11/"Vvll" to put things more to be more or less heaped up In or lie In a 
164 ladi-badi 2569 Transitive E I ~,~~~ \ heads and ladl,llda-ladl , full, , or less one over disorder 

Illmb'~~~~~I,n~o~~e~he 
neighbors' 

165 lakae-Iakae 2584 full Labile E (of dogs) panting, puffing 
(causative) to cause a dog to 

(of dogs) to pant (of dogs) to be caused to pant Identical to the Intransitive 
pant 

the fact of scum oozing from the 
to cause a to get thustogetscumon 166 lakar-Iakar 2585 full Labile E ~~~In fever, epilepsy, or snake scum o~ th~llps the lips Identical to the Intransitive 

the motions of the mouth and 
Identical to the 167 lamal]-Iumul] 2590 V, Labile E cheecks when one eats without to eat with these motions 
transitive 

corresponding to the tran sltlve Identical to the transitive 
teeth 

to have the habit of 

168 
lambad-

2590 V, Labile E 
Indescretlon, the habit of telling 

(of a person) having this habit to go about telling a secret 
telling secrets, to (of a to be babbled out to go about telling a 

lumbud secrets even of one's own accord feel an Itching to left and secret 
divulge a secret 

one of the concentric lines of 
(of a necklace) to be ~_u~~,~~~~~;a necklace of 169 lapur-Iapur 2605 full Transitive E of separate lines of bead's separate lines of corresponding to the tran sltlve 

beads In a compound necklace be,do 

the utterances ofAP:,?,~Le ;Vho 
to utter one's words to speak as (?~~?r~~J_to be uttered 170 laro-baro 2608 e" Labile E 

, 
(of a person) speaking thusly Identical to the Intransitive 3 an, protruding Inarticulately described 

lips 

to deceive someone via a 

lasara- faithlessness, the habit of not ~~~~~S~')~ 
, promise, to be faithless with 

to have the habit of to be cheated with a vain 171 2610 e, Labile E be someone, to make someone to not keep a promise 
pUSara keeping one's promises kept a promise without Intention to 

faithlessness promise 

keep It 

172 lat~-Iat~ 2617 full Adjectival E 
having very large leaves or (of leaves or ears) to grow very 
earss Imge 

Involving a mixture of truth 
173 lat~l]-pat~1] 2618 e, Transitive E and lies wherein one does not to mix one's talk with lies (of talk) to be mixed with lies 

know what to believe 

174 lem-Iem 2654 full Labile E flattlsh 
to make something flat, with (of a roof) to be a to be made with too slight a 
too slight a slope little Inclined slope 

175 lember-
2652 full Transitive E the movl,~~~~tS~~:nhorse, (of such animals) to move the (of th:,~~} rOf SUCh'h~~;,mA~:~to Identical to the transitive 

lember sheep, or they eat lips whilst eating be ~~v~-d- about whllste-~tl~g-

th: _h.~a_v~n g,?f the stomac~ _~! 

;:~~;;h . ~o;st~r~b~t~maCh) to be heaved as 176 libig-libig 2674 full Labile E breathing l, lYing on one's 
breathing as such 

to heave the Identical to the 
Identical to the transitive 

back, qUick and '0 transitive 
when one IS out of breath 

t~eg~~a~I~I~i to be In 177 logom-Iogom logom 2696 full N/A RV the act of grumbling to grumble against someone the to become a grumbler to grumble here and now 
grumbling 

178 ludu-Iudu 2717 full Transitive E low rumbling of distant thunder to rumble at a distance 

179 ludur-Iudur 2717 full Labile E (of a,_~:,rson) having a fat and to walk with a fat and soft Identical to the 
to acquire such a body Identical to the Intransitive 

soft body body Intransitive 

the cheeks of ruminants where to chew with much motion of 
180 lugum-Iugum 2719 full Transitive E they move rhythmically while the lips and cheeks, to move corresponding to the tran sltlve Identical to the transitive 

chewing the mouth much In chewing 

181 lujur-Iujur 2719 full Adjectival E flabby cheeks of old people 
(of old people) to have flabby ~~f;~~~~\oC~eekS) ~~I:~~:le, (of cheeks become 

182 lurud-Iurud 2730 full Labile E ~~fl~Z;d) to make someone to shiver with cold Identical to the Intransitive 

183 lusui-Iusui tulul-lusul 2731 full, , Intransitive E 
th:_\IlIa~ln.~_ of soft and slender to walk with a soft- (of the tall of small animals) to 

Identical to the Intransitive grass, soft hairy tall of 
hairy tall grow soft and hairy 

some small animals 

(of the wind) to clear the sky 
184 mal]-mal] 2778 full Transitive E (of the moon) full or nearly full of all clouds In the rainy corresponding to the tran sltlve 

season 
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the repeated or protracted 
to have an Insect humming and 

185 mel]-mel] ml~-ml~ 2818 full, full Labile E humming of a single fly, bee, cc humming (as a fly) to fly humming around to fly about humming ~~~~~~~~nd, (of a retracted or Identical to the Intransitive 
wasp p-r~d~~~d humming) to be 

to bully, to ovenNhelm with 
(of natural 

corresponding to the tran sltlve, to scold, mope, make 186 mer-mer 2823 full Labile E the act or habit of bullYing (of a person) a bully work or scolding phenomena) to be to become excessive merry, etc In excess 
excessive 

187 mi<.;lt~-migt~ 2838 full Transitive E Ie or plant one to be placed, sown, or planted, to Sit, stand, an~~~~"here 

here or to come out, here and there and there, or 
In groups 

(of a place) to be 
~~:IIPlaCe) to fill with such a 

to cause the where 
188 morog-morog morog 2862 full N/A RV the bad smell of burning things smelling badly, as If burning 

to cause a filled with such a 
one IS to fill such a i~ fill-with su ch a smell, to perceive 

such a smell 
smell 

189 n ariki-pariki nank-pank 2960 CI, CI Labile E whim, capnce fickle, capnclous, whimsical 
to treat or advise one to be fickle, hesitant, 
capriciously or contradictory Ie capricIous 

negom-tegom, the act of Ie Ie ?~~b~~~n:g:~~~rtunlty, to take 190 neg om-
2987 full, C IX, full, 

Labile E grumbllngly~_ t~~~habl~ of (of a child) with such a habit In a">!' Ie 
~~ Identical to the Intransitive nogom-nogom, 

C" negom nogom-togom grumbling Importunacy grumbling manner grumblingly ">! 

'C of several like this and 
to treat someone thus and 

to be In this and that to be treated thus and thus, to to do this and that to or 191 neka-enka 2992 metathesIs Labile E thus, to do something In this 
nelka-enleka like that, In and such way and that manner condition be done In this and that manner with oneself 

(of a metallic object) worn to wear smooth a metallic (of a metallic object) 
192 null,!-null,! nulv 3045 full N/A RV to become worn Identical to the Intransitive 

smooth object 
smooth 

a heaviness In the stomach b~~~~~:; Ie 
Identical to the 

o:~~~~so;,oso-

!~:~~~~::~!~~ 
heaviness, transitive, to feel to cause this heaviness In 193 on<;lo-boso bon do, oso~- 3103 , Labile E the habit of laziness 

d~I~~:I~gl after or before to cause this 
such a heaviness, to to get such a heaviness oneself 

bondo~, oso~-
In someone 

feel disinclined to 
boro~ work 

194 osora-osora 3139 full Labile E to do one thing after another 
Identical to the 

corresponding to the tran sltlve Identical to the transitive transitive 

195 pacar-pecer 3180 Ve Transitive E ~a~el~~h muddy water while (of muddy water) to be splashed Identical to the transitive 

196 padaga-
padga-pudgu 3186 V I, VI Transitive E ~~~~~!,£:~;::h;~:C~:t~ thus weeded, shaved, or to weed/shave/pluck with 

corresponding to the tran sltlve Identical to the transitive 
pudOgu patches plucked patches left 

197 pagad-pogod 3197 V" Labile E a swollen state of the whole ~~~~:nb?~~ t~ob~~nS~ft and ~of ~ ~~s:!~~) to cause the I ~~~~fr~~~~cor their 
Identical to the Intransitive, to be 

body, as In dropsy bvdy Ie 
become 

caused to swell bloated 

pagi5ro- the marks left a bear or dog 
(of ~_?,?~ orb.~a~! ~o dig up 

to run with claws or or r(~:v'l :~;n Identical to the transitive, 198 3199 full, full N/A J 
With ~~c~~:~~:; about (In the 

pagi5ro 
pagro-pagro 

digging for to dig bare feet Identical to the Intransitive 
with the han~cis or ags~I~~r Intransitive), to place 

the repeated sound uttered by 

~~g~eT~~~~rs when they fight (of a bear) to utter thiS sound 199 papa-papa 3255 full Labile E or meet with a man, the 
at someone 

to utter thiS sound to be subjected to thiS sound Identical to the Intransitive 
snorts of these bears when 
digging up ants' nests 

3-~~a-rt to make one's 
(of th~ ~Y~,)_to smart, 

200 par-par 3271 full Labile E a smart In the eyes to feel eyes to make one's eyes smart 
eyes 

smarting 

201 para-para par-par 3276 full, full Transitive E the act of reading aloud fast to rea~ s~n::sthr~id~~Uid fast, 
to hurry one's aloud 

i~~nasl~I~~k) corresponding to the to read aloud fast 

to alternate or rotate things, 
to make things come Into to alternate or rotate 
effect, to affect someone on " 

202 para-pari 3276 "V VII" , full N/A J 
the custom or rule of dOing alternate 

; ,~~~t~J.:.~;~~le 
custom 

corresponding to the tran sltlve 
to do something to each 

pan-pari 
something each In turn something I ~~~t~~~~gA~n turn) to In turn 

each In eXist, to of mutual 
m'ke;;; I dv ovmethtcg help 
each In tu rn 

203 3277 V, Labile E large 
to make_la!.~~ puffed nce, to to be or become ~of eyes) to be made or become 

to open big eyes para-purU hal;~~~~~~:~enl~siatrOg~~en big large Imge 
eyes, In letters 
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~?f_a_c_~c~),t?_ ~I~,p the wings, (of a cock'~ wings) 
I (of a~,:?,:~)~'dent,cal to the the clapping of a Ie k'" (of a Ie 

204 pata-pata 3304 full Labile E before crowing, the kicking ,(the "d the "he causative 
Identical to th~ ':~'~'~~":'V~, feet before dYln g 

cause them to r-f~~t, 
feet dYing ;~~~;~;~::, corresponding to the to write, read, or speak very Identical to the transitive 

fast 
transitive 

diarrhoea of bullocks or _?u_f~al_s,_ to give diarrhoea I ~of.;attle or 
~~~rCr~~I:a or buffaloes) to get 20' pala-pala 3294 full Labile E the sound of the ~gd~aUr~~o~aa I ~U!:~:~:~ to have Identical to the transitive 

bullock or buffalo'~',t'h" to cattle diarrhoea 

pata-putu 
t~,~~:~,on the bellies of 

206 3305 V, Transitive E ::~:,~~I people lYing on their corresponding to the tran sltlve Identical to the transitive 
backs 

207 pel]ge<;l-
3326 full N/A J successive sh~~'6~~ams of the to emit successive 

pel]geg same source of short gleams 

l?!~rEl~ to make water~:::,a!:e (of water) to bOil 
hom under a lid, water) io over from within a 

208 phur-phur 3350 full, full Labile E 
the gushing out of water 

gushing up and out 
bOil over and a fire closed vessel, (of 

Identical to the Intransitive Identical to the Intransitive pur-pur from a covered vessel, thro\Al_u.psteam and If~~e).1 come Into 
to let water I con:tact' water 

over and produce steam 

piri-piri reflected light on the surface of ~Sfll~.h_t):o make the surface (of water) to shine 209 3365 full Labile E 
the water 

of_water luminous by 
with reflected light 

Identical to the passive 
reflecting Itself on It 

the half-hollow sound of a dulkl 
to cause an object to sound 

to become such that one sounds 
210 pogod-pogod 3383 full Labile E drum whose skin IS not pulled sounding thus thustosound like a too-loose drum, to be 

tight enough, etc 
thus 

caused to sound thus 

RV dust or powder shaking out In a 
to shake something and to cause dust to 

211 pudul-pudul pudul 3415 full N/A make It produce dust, to 
I :~~~~~ from a 

corresponding to the tran sltlve Identical to the transitive 
cloud 

crush something to dust thing 

212 putu-putu 3446 full Labile E the act of being numerous and all :,~~~~(b,rth to numerous to be numerous and (of numerous lively young ones) 
Identical to the Intransitive In motion young ones all In motion to be born 

Ie "1~~~~~~~;::P:)~~, 
to affect the nose 

to cause oneself to be 
213 putu-putu 3454 full Labile E strong, burning pungency 

pungency, to with this 
corresponding to the tran sltlve affected by such 

cause get or to feel 
smoke In nose pungency 

pungency 

214 rae-rae 3479 full Adjectival E ~~~~~~:~t~;eafless with erect 
and twigs 

~of such a plant or tree) to 
become leafless 

rakar-rokor, 
V" , V" , full, to make a box, or something 

of a box, or 
21' rakara-roki5ro rok6ro-rok6ro, 3495 Labile E the rattling of something In a box rattling In a box something In It, to Identical to the transitive 

rokor-rokor 
full In It, rattle 

rattle 

216 rako-pako 3496 C, TranSitive E the act of a feline catching prey to catch prey sWiftly and 
corresponding to the tran sltlve Identical to the transitive sWiftly In the paws qUickly 

217 ram-ram 3497 full Labile E to feel a blade and see If It IS to feel a blade and 
sharp see If It IS sharp 

(el' leafless and 
to deprive a tree or plant of ItS l_d_e_~:_,c'~,I_to ::~ Intransitive, , 

218 rapa-rapa repe-repe 3320 full, full Labile E ;:;:~;Y twigs sticking out 
leaves 

to become leafless sambur's horns) to grow 
branched 

the sound of stones hitting other 
(causative) to make stones I i~:~~o,nes) to make Identlc'al to Intransitive, 219 rara-riri rara-ruru 3527 V III, V I Labile E stones whilst roiling down a producing such a sound Identical to the transitive 

slope 
roll down with these sounds sounds 

these sounds) to be made 

220 raral]-raral] 3527 full Labile E the_~r,?I_~,n?~_d_ rln g of ~_p_r.e~ty_ 
large bell, Tess than a foot hl'gh producing such a sound to ring such a bell (of a bell) to ring (of such a bell) to be rung to ring such a bell 

221 rata-rata 3541 full Labile E theg~r~~~~nc~ sound of a tree or producing such a sound thus to crack a tree or branch (of a tree or branch) corresponding to the tran sltlve Identical to the transitive 
large thu s to crack 

rek~-rek~ 
I ~o;n~ broken bone) to 

222 3565 full IntranSitive E and shake Identical to the Intransitive 
when moved 

223 rel]-rel] 3576 full IntranSitive E 
the chirping of a cicada or mole-

to chirp like a cicada 
(of the sou nd of a cicada) to be 

Identical to the Intransitive 
cricket produced 

224 rel]ke-rel]ke 3576 full Adjectival E tall, lean, and strong to grow tall and lean but strong 

the act of fa;"~ne~o,~,I';h or naked 
to rub the buttocks ag_~,'n:~, I ~ouii~~'k~rUbblng the (of the buttocks) corresponding 

22' ribul-tibul 3587 C" TranSitive E 
children with the 

walking thus against one Identical to the transitive buttocks rubbing against each one another 
another 

to the transitive 
other 



Citation Alternate Page Pattern Expressive 
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226 ricad-rocod 3587 VI Intransitive E 
the patter of a deer, sheep, Il?~ ~~~t: ?r their (of goats, etc) to patter 
antelope, etc I ieeli to patter 

227 rosa-rusi rusa-rusl 3658 "V VIII" V N/A 
J 

mutually peevish 
to render two or several to be severally or to show peevishness 
people peevish mutually peevish severally or mutually 

(of Insects) to crawl 

numerousness of crowding of to hatch a numerous brood, 
about In a confused 

small and numerous or crowd, (of young 228 sag a-bag a sago-bago 3751 C II, CII Labile E germinating crawling 
crowding 

to cause seeds to germinate 

I ~~~~~~,:r small 

corresponding to the tran sltlve Identical to the transitive 
Insects, or small plentifully 

etc) to be 
numerous 

229 sako-sako 3780 full Labile E 
the sound of the panting of 

to exhale the breath panting to pant corresponding to the tran sltlve Identical to the transitive 
animals 

230 sakor-sakor sokor-sokor 3778 full, full Labile E panting before dYing, or In a fit of breathing of this nature, (of a 
thus to exhale a breath thustobreathe corresponding to the tran sltlve 

Identical to the transitive 
epilepsy or fever person) thus affected and Intransitive 

231 sek~-sek~ 3898 full Labile E 
the chink or rattle of bangles 

to make such things rattle thu s to rattle corresponding to the tran sltlve Identical to the transitive against each other 

the repeated sound of sucking air 
thustosuckalr, to make the 232 sib-sib 3945 full Labile E Into the mouth as a relief after thustosuckalr (of thl;~~'~~'d) to be produced' Identical to the Intransitive 

eating very pungent things mouth produce thiS sound 

an Itch cause~~~~~I,~~;~vhalrs 
233 sigig-sigig 3955 full Labile E 

or straw dust on when 
to affect one with thiS Itch 

to be thus affected, 
corresponding to the tran sltlve 

one IS sweating or plaYing In to feel such an Itch 
straw 

234 soro~-soro~ 4065 full N/A RV (of a low field) to not easily dry to cause a field to become (of a field) to be corresponding to the tran sltlve Identical to the transitive soroE;l 
~p such such 

23' sudu-budu 4087 C" Labile E (of seedlings) the fact of shooting 
thus shooting up 

to cause seedlings thus to 
thustoshootup corresponding to the tran sltlve 

Identical to the transitive 
up densely shoot up and Intransitive 

236 sur-sur 4120 full Labile E 
the snorting of a bullock before 

producing such a sound 
to snort one's breath as 

thustosnort corresponding to the tran sltlve Identical to the transitive charging described 
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